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1 Introduction

Bankground

The Need for Automation

The U.S. Army, like business and industry, is rapidly implementing automation-based

technology innovations to be competitive in the expanding world economy. The current

climate of governmental budget and staff reductions is forcing many governmental
offices to aggressively identify productivity enhancement procedures, including

automation wherever possible. The key to success of the automation of office processes

is quick implementation, and the key to effective implementation is rapid acceptance

of these automation concepts by the work force. With mary of these innovations, the
work force has had little prior experience or educational background to build on. The

trainer is thus faced with an important issue: how to deliver and train the work force

t) use automation technologies tw the highest level of proficiency in a minimum period

of time. The success of the implementation process is typically judged in terms of the

time required for students to demonstrate mastery of the process and low overall

training costs.

Effective and timely adoption of new technologybased systems typically requires

training in use of the system. Most research on implementing change has dealt with

either an; overview of who participates (Rogers 1983) or what factors influence the

change process (Harvey 1990). The effectiveness of the training itself on learning has

not yet been adequately explored.

Automating Labor and Equipment Data Entry

One existing time-intensive manua ý,s withl r Directoraites of Engineering and

Housing (DEHs) or Directorates of P.Liblic Works i DPIWs) is entering shop labor and

equipment costs into the DF.H/IPPW upward reporting system, the Integrated Facili-

ties System - Mini/Micro (IFS-M). Since it is not uncommon for larger installations to

generate 50,000 or more service orders per year, the manual entry into IFS-M of labor

and equipment (L. & E) data for these service orders is oftýen weeks or months behind.

The Automated Labor and Equipment Card (ALEC) program, coupled with the Micro-

Wand"M entry device marketed by HAND HELlD PR())CTS ', has proved effective
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for entering this large amount of data quickly and accurately. ALEC was developed
at the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratories (USACERL).

Quick and cost-effective implementation of ALEC at an installation requires the
development of an effective method to train maintenance and repair personnel to use
the Micro-WandTM to collect L & E data. This report documents an effort to er.amine
potentially efficient methods for training the maintenance force at Army installation
DEILRDPWs. The focus of training involved the use of the Micro-WandTM, a handheld
barcode reader for individual repair personnel to record L & E charges against each
of their daily work orders.

The Micro-WandTM (Figure 1) is essentially a handheld personal computer. It contains
a central processing unit (CPU) with a preprogrammed chip that collects data in a
prescribed manner. Data input is requested via a liquid crystal display (LCD) on the
unit. Data can be entered by scanning a barcode, by using the alphanumeric keyboard,
or by using the four function keys.

The preprogrammed wand program has four major componentsL: initialization (identi-
fication of who the wand user is), data collection, closing out the day's work on the
wand, and downloading the data from the wand to a personal computer for processing.

NOSE- CONE T i p

LCO SCREEN

- ON KEY CW I N.DWW

" :- "_ ] ____[- ] J _,-[--

E]ii LI]71 I [E- IL1r~

L.LED LIGHT

Figure 1. The Micro-WandTM barcode reader.
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Objective

The objective of this research is to experimentally determine which of two cost-effective

methods gets better results. Results are measured by the method's effectiveness in

training blue collar maintenance and repair workers without automation experience

to use a handheld barcode reader to record 1, & E costs during their daily work.

Approach

This research involved the design and conduct of a small-scale experiment focused on

testing two instructional delivery methods. Work began with analyzing the ALEC

Micro-WandTM program and examining literature regarding current educational

practice in technology training and adult educational methods in order to identify

promising methods to teach use of the wand. Two promising approaches for training

were identified, and instructional support materials were designed and developed.

These materials included lesson plans and separate training workbooks--one

procedural and one scenario-based-for each instructional approach. In addition, a

test was developed to measure trainees' mastery of the procedures taught to determine

the effectiveness of each training method.

The actual training activity took place at two installations: Fort Sam Houston in San

Antonio, Texas, and Fort. Lee in Richmond, Virginia. Immediately following the

training, data analysis was used to examine the effectiveness of each training method.
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2 Change and Learning Theories Considered
in Designing Micro-Wand TM Training

The Process of Change

Although change occurs constantly throughout life, people still have difficulty

adjusting to it Stress, frustration, pessimism, and fear are only a few of the emotions

change can evoke. Hall and Hord (1987) offer a development model of innovation
adoption that helps to explain the process individuals go through when confronted
with change. Their explanation of the change process revolves around the Stages of

Concern model.

The Stages of Concern Model

-Hall and Hord suggest that people go through seven "stages of concern" when

confronted with an innovation that is likely to change their lives. These stages are the

(1) awareness stage, (2) informational stage, (3) personal stage, (4) management stage,
(5) consequence stage, (6) collaboration stage, and (7) refocusing stage.

When initially confronted with innovative change, individuals have little ('oncern or

involvement with the innovation as yet. Either by choice or by Force, they begin to

become aware ofthe innovation. After an initial awareness is gained individuals move

into the informational stage, which involves gaining a general awareness of the

innovation and developing more interest in learning about, it. In the t.hi.-d stage. Indi-
viduals become concerned about personal implications: the demand.,, of th , innovation

on their time, their own ability or adequacy to meet. tho,,e demands, and the role they

will be expected to play when the innovation is implemented. When individuals reach

the management, stage, their attention turns U) the proc'"ss and the tasks of using the

innovation and the best use of available infirination and resources. II this stage, they

are more focused on task-related concerns than on personal concerns. i)uring the final

three stages of the model (:onlsequncO|e, c( llaboration, and refocu sing), in divido uls

focus on the impact. of the innovation mn other individuals and the orga ilization. At

these advanced levels, individuals cooperate with others on issues reiat.ed to the

innovation and work toward the (leveloj)nient of p0 1lcie.-i aIId pro(edu res that wili lead

Uo) !oiprOvelneit oftlh in nnovatl ,11.
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The Stages of Concern model has direct relevance to the transfer of barcoding automa-

tion technology to the Army installations. The prime movers of technological innova-
tion need to be aware of the stages people go through when faced with an innovation.

Managers, shop foremen, and technical trainers need to k-ow what stages individuals

are at and what strategies can be used to help advance theka to the upper levels of the
model. Hall and Hord (1987) describe these strategies and how to identify a trainee's

stage of concern.

It is important to recognize that supporters of this technological innovation as well as

those opposed to automation will be at various levels of the model. The actual level in

the Stages of Concern model for each individual will likely depend on how well

informed he or she is about the decision to implement barcode reading technology into

the workplace. If the trainees are well informed about the proposed changes, one

would expect them to be more accepting of the innovation and the training. But if the

management in each installation has done very little to promote the technology among
the workers, it would be expected that most of the DEH/DPW blue collar workers

would be at one of the first three stages of'concern. If this is true, one could expect the

trainees to be more concerned about the impact of the innovation on their personal

lives than concerned about doing well in the training sessions. Many of the employees
would be expected to know very little about the Micro-WandTM (awareness stage), some

would have a general awareness and be interested in learning more (infirmational

stage), while many others would be most conc'erned about how this new technology

would change the way they do their work (personal stage). 'raining :i',,'otu;d, therefore,

be designed to help employees advance beyond the personal stagy o•i" ('•ernr so they

become more concerned about, the best tises of the technology fi•r the, organriiarlt:"10.

Mawi.gers, and ideally the shop Feinr1ell as well, should be past tih awn.- ;Iss,

intormational, arnd peirsonal stageýs, aral wo)l d most. likely be , t the management and

consetquen('e stages. lIJS(.(l (oII thi pr'.(li(t 1 )11, the I anaIers Ii,•d I(foremen should he

most concerntd about how the Micro-Warl shouhld hbe 4sed (n a daily basi". lFor

exarmple, (uestior• s such asf hfw they should he 155l(0d, where the. shouhld be storel.

and who will be resI)onsible for 1 downloading the informmaton should he f, remost oin the

Sminds of' people at these At•ages.

The Levels of Use Model

From at trairnig standpoint, the Staves it(' Conceru i nod'l wid its loulerparld t ) the

Lkevels of, Iise m1odel 41a1.l, kouicks, lttitherford, arnd Newlove 1975) provide itIY111a

work. atrounid which instrurction -aii hc desiugned. flail et al. il¶)75), tht-wugh their

Levels of U.se 1roodti, describe the levels ofl use thait traiiiet' develop t brouigh its I hex'
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learn to use a new innovation: nonuse, orientation, prcparation, mechanical use,

routine, refinement, integration, and renewal.

When first confronted with an innovation, individuals are at the level of nonuse. They

know nothing about the innovation. Appropriate training for these individuals

provides an orientation to the innovation through general information about the

innovation such as its origin, characteristics, and implementation requirements.

Preparation to use the innovation follows the initial orientation. Trainees are provided

with the specific information and resources needed to use the innovation in their own

setting. Trainees then become focused on mechanical use; the focus is on the short-

term, day-to-day u• of the innovation with little time for reflection. At this level of

use trainees will begin asking questions about logistics, scheduling, and techniques,

and will offer ideas for reducing the amount of time and work required of the person

using the innovation. Although there are additional levels of use, the final one rele-

vant to initial training is routine. At this point., trainees will have had sufficient time

to practice using the innovation and have become quite competent in its use.

Becoming a routine user of an innovation clearly takes more practice time than is

possible through formal training. The goal of initial technical training ý- ýo provide

enough instruction and practice to facilitate the development of sufficient mastery for

the trainees to attain routine use of the innovation on their own. Therefore, the

training program designed to support the automation of the 1, & E process was

designed to orien the trainees to the technology, prepare them to use the technology,

and provide enough practice and additionai job aids to advance them to the lever of

nmechanical use. Reaching the routine level will require additional independent, effort

oin the part. of the ID)EJ/I)W n employees.

New Approaches to Training

Changes in Learning Theory

)ractitce ii education •nid training hits changied in recent yearn, (die [t a i witchi front

lxhalovioni to (to nt rutictivismi as the predoinminnirit leahrning t heoqry.' l.n I er behavioral

learning theory, learning is viewed as a chainge iII )ehavior. iradit rional indust'riial

traiiin rg, with its erip)hazis oil the developimieit of specific sk4iilIs, ha,,i been ita srilrlg

p)rOpoInie, ofheliavrorisrn. fln trraditicinal traiilnling piognrti.t, llsttiln'4are prersenitel

with itiforrimatin through le(turers, skills atre tirokri down ilto simill tasks, and qtu

dents irneriiorize i ii orn ia tihon or rt'peat skills ntIi)i* th(,y c'ln "e reeated (m.rtiroti lv

MiWl--t•~v curtl
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3y comtrast, constructivist learning theory views learning as .' process of adding new

information to what is already known. In other words, students "construct" meaning

based on their experiences and what they currently know. Using this learning theory,

instructors design curricula in a way which allows students to develop understanding

rather than simply memorizing Pew content and procedures. Instead of"throwing out

information" and expecting trainees, to absorb it, the cognitive view requires a learning

environment in which trainees are active participants in the planning, delivery, and

evaluation of instruct on.

Both the procedural and the scenario-based trai," workbooks were designed to tie

into the trainees' knowledge and past experience, aithough in different ways.

LLea.ning iir GontC .v

Careful selection and planning of the instructional context is essential in instructional

design. If training is to support learning that is useful outside of the training environ-

,ment, it must take place in contexts that resemble the situations in which the know-

ledge and skills will be used. Students who learn under such conditions are more

likely to spontaneously use the knowledge in new situations. Such an approach

appears to develop "conditionalized knowledge": knowledge that includes information

about the conditions and constraints of its use (Bourne, Dominowski, and Loftus 1979;

Gentner and Stevens 1983). The concept of using instructional context to maximize

accessibility of information is not new to education. Scholars have urged that educa-

tion he based in reality and that what is learned should have a practical application

that is recognized by students (Dewey 1956; Whitehead 1929).

Learning in context benefits trainees who are concrete thinkers rather than abstract

thinkers. The benefits of learning in context are indexing, transfer of learning, and

situated cognition, all described below, The scenario-based training workbook was

written to take advantage of learning in context.

Indexing. The context in which knowledge is learned influences later use of that

knowledge. Fr-)nt an information processing perspective, knowledge is "indexed" when

it is learned so that. it. can be retrieved when needed at a later time (Gilhooly 1987;

Paris, Saarnio, fnd Cross 1986). Indexing information in memory is analogous to

using a card catalogue to index books in a library. With such an indexing system,

specific books can be easily id.ntified and located. It appears that the context of the

learning situation influences the degree to which information stored in memory will

be properly indexed. Context~s and situations similar to those that existed when the

knowledge was acquired seem to facilitate rec~dl of that knowledge at later times.
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Transfer of Learning. Transfer of learning from the training environment to the job

is a primary concern in industrial training. "Transfer" refers to the ability to apply the

knowledge and skills learned in oc;.: context t4) cc .pletely new contexts and situations.

While research has not been extremely promising about the success of attempts to

achieve transfer of learning, new models and ways of approaching the transfer problem

are emerging.

Numerous researchers have identified two broad categories of transfer: near transfer

and far transfer (Clark and Voogel 1985; Perkins ane Salomon 1988; Royer 1986;

Salomon 1988). Near transfer occurs when the learner is able to apply previously

learned knowledge and skills to situations and contexts that are similar to those in

which the learning occurred. Near transfer occurs as a result of the similarity between

the learning situation and the situation within which the application of the skill takes

place. Far transfer occurs when a skill is performed in a context very different froom

that in which it was learned. Far transfer involves developing generalizable skills that

are acquired and used in different contexts (Coladarci and Lancaster 1989). Far

transfer is more cognitively taxing than near transfer because the individual must

deliberately analyze the situation in order to extract the rules and concepts that are

needed to apply ones' knowledge and skill in that particular situation (Psotka 1985).

The issue of transfer is an important one. Near transfer has been a priority of

inaustrial training for many years. Students in vocational education courses and

industrial training programs are trained in job tasks that use specific types of

equipment. AttempAts are made to procure and maintain "state-of-the-art" equipment

that resembles the equipment graduates will use when they become employed.

However, when the training environment differs greatly from the environment where

the learning will be applied, far transfer must occur. Because far transfer is more

difficult ýo achieve, from both the trainer's and the trainee's perspective, instructional

design should focus on near transfer. The design of instructional materials that closely

simulate the real-world applications will promote near transfer and should lead to

better transfer of the new knowledge and skills.

Situated Cognition. Situated cognition is a term that describes the acquisition of

knowledge and skills in instructi')nal contexts that reflect the way the knowledge and

skills wil! be used in real life (Brown, Collint;, and Duguid 1988). The influence of con-

text on perfbrmance was also noticed by Lave (1988) in a study of the use of school-

learned arithmetic procedures in situations after school. Lave found that students

could correctly solve 98 percent cf the arithmetic problems presented to 'hem in a

supermarket but could only solve 59 percent of the same problems on a test.

Apparently mathematics problems are less difficult in the "real world" than in school!

This example shows how important the environment is in supporting learning The
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lack of'rich," real-life-like learning environments in many instructional settings de

prives the student of contextut.l cues that are needed to support learning and transfer.

Numerous other examples of the importance of situations and context on learning are

described by Brown and colleagues (1988).

Instruction must occur in contexts that support encoding and representation of new

information so it can be indexed in ways that make it accessible at a later time.

Experiences that occur within rich contexts reduce the chances of students developing

"inert" or "fragile" knowledge: that is, knowledge that one possesses but does not use

in probleri-solving situations (Perkins, Schwartz, and Simmons 1991; Whitehead

1929).
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3 Methodology

Subject and Training Site Descriptions

Site Selection,

The installations originally selected to receive the Micro-WandTM training were Fort

Sam Houstrin, located in San Antonio, Texas and Fort Riley, located in Platte City,
Kansas. These installations had demonstrated their interest in automating their labor

and equipment recordkeeping by acquiring the ALEC program, wands, and s"apprffing
computer equipment from the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratories (USACERL). Following an initial site visit to ForL Riley, the point of

contact (POC) at Fort Riley requested that the hardware installation and training for
the ALEC system be delayed until the program was altered to better meet their needs.

To maintain uniformity of the training to be tested and to avoid delay, Fort Lee,

located in Richmoind, Virginia, was substituted for Fort Riley as the second installation

for this study.

An initial site visit was conducted to familiarize the researchers with each installa-

tion's DEH/DPW organization and their readiness to receive Micro-WandTM training.

During the initial site visits to each installation, DEH/DPW shops were visited and
shop foremen were interviewed.

Fort Lee lies approximately 30 miles south of Richmond, Virginia. It has 7,338,395

square feet of covered space on 5,384 acres. A DEH work force of 206 maintains these

buildings and grounds with an annual budget of $30,000,000. Approximately 40,000

service orders are generated each year.

Fort Sam Houston is situated within the San Antonio, Texas metropolitan area. The

DEH is responsible for maintaining not only Fort Sam Houston but also Camp Bullis,

approximately 30 miles away. Camp Bullis has its own work force to maintain the
307,000 square feet of covored space on 27,000 acres. Fort, Sam Houston has

11,000,000 square feet of coveced space on 3,150 acres. The combined Fort Sam

Houston/Camp Bullis DEH work force is 400 with an annual budget of $57,000,000,

deaiing with 39,000 service orders per year
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Shop Selection

Each of the two test sites has multiple specialized maintenance shops. It was decided

that implementation of ALEC at the sites would be based on the following three

criteria:

1. The unit of selection should be shops rather than individual workers.

2. The selected shops should work primarily with service orders (SOs).

3. The majority of the personnel in the selected shop should work on SOs.

The reason for the emphasis on SOs is that of the three major types of work order used

by DEH/DPW personnel-standing operation order (SO0), individual job order (IJO),

and SO-ALEC, during this initial test period, was designed to record L & E informa-

tion only for SOs, which represent the greatest volume of work performed at the

selected installations.

Recommendations for candidate shops were made by USACERL based on shop

workload; however, the test site POCs had the final responsibility for selecting the

shops and the individuals to receive the training.

Trainees

Several shop personnel who were scheduled to attend the training were unable to par-

ticipate due to urgent maintenance orders on the day of the scheduled training, thus

some "data points" in the sample were lost. Additionally, the number of people who

attended the training sessions differed from the number who actually completed the

ti•aining because many management level personnel, as well as shop foremen, attended

the formal training sessions but did not participate in the competency examinations

that followed the training. Forty-nine people attended the training sessions conducted

at Fort Sam Houston; 27 shop personnel completed the entire training program. At

Fort Lee, 49 employees participated in the training scs,3ions; 34 shop personnel corn-

pleted the entire training program. Table 1 shows which shops at each installation

participated in the training and the number of shop personnel who completed the

Micro-WandrM training (attended the formal training sessions and completed the

competency examination).

Instrumentation Development

T'vo data collection instrumeots were designed for this study. First, a questionnaire

was developed to collect demographic data about the trainees, determine their
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Table 1. Distribution of shop personnel receiving ALEC trainlngn

# of workers
Competing

Installation Shop Name Shop Code Training

Fort Sam Houston Carpentry 001 2
Interior Electric 002 8
Plumbing 003 1
Sheet metal 004 3
AC/1lefrngeration 006 4
Heating 009 2
Public Building Maintenance 100 3
Preventive Maintenance 103 4

Fort Lee Carpentry 01 8
Elecrical 02 5
Plumbing/Pipe Fitting 03 8
Climate Control 06 13

perceptions of the training experience, and assess their knowledge of standard

operating procedures related to wand use (see Appendix A). The questionnaire was

filled out by each training participant at the completion of the training but just prior

to the post-training performance exercise. The questionnaire consisted of the

following:

1. Background Information measured job experience, degree of difficulty with the

current system of L & E preparation, and an indication of computer experience

and anxiety.

2. Training Assessment measured satisfaction with the formal training, instructor,
workbook, and determined preferred learning styles.

3. ALEC Questions measured the degree of material learned frolL lecture and

workbook exercises plus student perceptions of the benefits of ALEC.

4. The unstructured Comment Section allowed students to comment on the

instructor, the workbook, the Micro-WandTM1 program, and the training in

general.

The second data collection instrument was a post-training performance exercise

developed to assess the trainees' ability to competently use the Micro-WandTM to record

simulated L & E data for situations that would normally be encountered on the job (.,ee

Appendix B).

Since the purpose of the post-training performance exercise was to assess the trainees'

ability to use the Micro-WandTM on the job, the fidelity of this instrument was critical.

The exercises developed were based on real SOs from various shops at each installa-

tion, lists of local equipment codes, and local task code lists. The information from
these sources was used to create a simulated day of work that reflected the actual

orders, equipment, facilities, and tasks that are encountered each day by the
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employees. Thus, the context of the exercise was purposely formulated to resemble the

actual work environment where Micro-Wands' ' would be used.

As shown in Appendix B, the performance exercise provided written instructions that

would take the trainee through a simulated full day of work. The performance exercise

began with the trainee picking up a Micro-Wand"M at the beginning of a shift and

completing the login process. The trainee was then instructed to check out various

equipment items, start and complete SOs that were provided in the test packet, log

into and out of lunches and breaks, and indicate that a shift had ended.

Training Workbook Development

Prior experiences with Micro-WanuT11 training at Fort Shafter in Hawaii and with

training involving similar technologies had illuminated some of the problems that

could be encountered. For example, it would be difficult for a large group of trainees

to see a demonstration of each step in the Micro-WandTM process. Due to the multiple

steps involved in using the Micro-Wand"M , it would also be naive to assume that

trainees could learn the many steps in the process through direct instruction. With

guided practice being a necessity for this type of training, it was further assumed that

managing a large group of trainees who would be at different steps in the Micro-

WandIM process would be a formidable and unmanageable task.

Because of these concerns, it was determined that the Micro-WandTM training program

would be more effective if a self-paced training workbook were used to support the

formal training sessions. Large group instruction could be used to provide an overview

of the Micro-WandTM and to demonstrate its general features. This portion of the

training was directed toward individua at the awareness and informational stages

of concern. Follow-up discussions were included to address the personal concerns of

the trainees. The wo:'kbook would be used to aid the students as they individually

applied the skills demonstrated during the large group instruction. The workbook was

also viewed as a potential aid in facilitating transfer of Micro-WandTM skills from the

training program to the wokplace.

To test the effectiveness of trairing workbooks as a support tool for this type of

instruction, this study was d&signed to examine two different types of training

workbook. One type of workbook emphasized the procedural, "step-by-step," menu-

based approach to learning (see Appendix C). The context of this workbook built orn

the similarities between the current procedures and new automated approaches.

Thus, learning should occur through this workbook because learners will be able to

index their new knowledge by comparing it to the procedure they currently use to
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complete L & E records. The second type of workbook was designed around scenarios
that promoted a "whole task" approach to learning (see Appendix D). The context of

this scenario-based workbook built on situations encountered on the job. Thus,

learning should occur because the "richness" (real-life-likeness) of the handbook will
allow learners to index their new knowledge to their previous experiences in the job.

Each of these approaches, the procedural and the scenario-based, is valid from a
learning standpoint because both emphasize important aspects of the technology and

the conditions in which it will be used.

Before actual development of the workbooks, a task analysis was conducted to learn
more about the ALEC program and about the Micro-Wand JifeTM, which is produced
by HAND HELD PRODUCTS TM . Activities conducted during the task analysis
included: (1) a review of all existing ALEC and Micro-Wand IIIeTM documentation,

(2) observations of both beginner and experienced Micro-WandTM usirs, and (3) exten-
sive practice with the Micro-Wand IIIeTM to complete L, & E cards.

Building on insights gained through this task analysip, the sections to be included in
both types of workbook were written. These common sections included an introduction

to bar coding technology, a listing of the technical specificationE and components of the
Micro-WandTM, a brief description of the basic procedure for scanning barcodes, a
graphic portrayal of the menu scheme for the wand program, a table defining the menu

abbreviations, a short section describing problems that might be encountered, and a
set of service orders taken from the installation where the training was to take place.

"The only difference between the two versions of the workbook was the section describ-
ing the process for recording L & E data with the Micro-WandTM. In the procedural
workbook, this section was organized around the 17 competencies that trainees were

expected to achieve before they could use the Micro-WandTM on the job (see Table 2).

Each competency was described by a statement followed by the step-by-step

procedures that must be practiced and learned by the trainees. Each set of procedures
was directly related to the desired competency, and little connection was shown

between the various competencies.

In contrast, the scenario-based workbook was designed around ten scenarios that
correlated with the seventeen competencies found in the procedural workbook. Rather
than presenting step-by-step procedures to be followed, the scenario-based workbook
facilitated learning through situations that resembled real work activity. Each

scenario taught new skills to the trainee and reinforced skills taught by earlier

scenarios. For exarmple, in scenario 4 the trainee learns how to indicate the start of
work on an SO by scanning the document ID and the work rate (regular time or

overtime). In order to complete this scenario, the trainee must be able to complete the
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Table 2. Desired competencles for Micro-Wand TM users.

1 Scan barcodes quickly and consis!ently.
2. Use the function keys.
3. Manually enter information.
4. Remove and replace the battery.
5. Enter the correct date.
6. Enter the correct time.
7. Enter your employee ID.
8. Enter your shop code.
9. Indicate that work has started on a Service Order.
10. Sign out equipment for the day.
11. Sign out equipment for a job.
12. Sign-out for breaks, lunch, and leaves.
13. Indicate that work has ended on a Service Order.
14. Enter Task Code, Task Unit, and Component Code correctly.
15. Indicate the Close of Business for the day.
16. Hecord information for jobs that are riot yet on printed Service Orders.
17. Correct mistakes by completing accurate L & E cards by hand.

login process that was taught in scenarios 2 and 3. The final two scenarios each take

the trainee through a complete day of work, which requires the use of all of the skills

taught in the wor!,book. Because the scenarios build on the skills taught in previous

scenarios, the trainees are provided with additional practice opportunities, which

should reinforce and enhance their competency with the Micro-WandTM.

Training Procedure

Each iteration of Micro-WandTM training and data collection lccurred over 2 days:

training on the first day, and data collection on the second day. Subjects at each site

were divided into two groups. Since training was to be conducted by shops, shops were

randomly selected in each group. Each group was given one of the training workbooks.

Micro-WandTM training began with a formal training session. The formal training

session included an introduction to barcoding techndlogy and an explanation of the

reasons barcoding was selected as the technology of choice for recording L & E data.

The trainees were then shown the primary components of the Micro-WandrM and a

short demonstratior. of the procedures for scanning barcodes and working through the

various menu layers within the wand program. Wand demonstrations were conducted

using a video camera and a large calor monitor, which allowed the trainees to better

see the wand, its buttons, and the LCD window. The formal training session lasted

approximately 30 minutes.

A guided practice sessio_, immediately followed the formal training session. The

trainees were told to practice using the Micro-WandrM to record L & E data with the

workboo.k as a guide. During this time, the two researchers circulated around the

classroom to provide individual assistance. The guided practice session lasted approxi-

mately one and one-half hours. Before the trainees left the classroom t9 return to
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work, they were told that they should continue practicing with the Micro-WandTM to

enhance their skills prior to taking the competency exercise the next day.

Data Collection and Analysis Procedures

The day after training was devoted to data collectioi activities. The trainees had
previously signed up for half-hour time blocks for these assessment activities. Five
trainees were assessed during each hali-hour time period. The assessment began by
having the trainees comp!ete the demographic questionnaire and knowledge test
(Appendix A). The trainees were then given the post-training competency exercise
booklet (Appendix B) and were asked to carefully follow the instructions. When a
trainee indicated that the exercise was completed, the data from the Micro-Wand TM

used for the exercise was downloaded to a portable computer. The trainee's data file
was then compared to a data file containing the correct information. Any discrepancy
between the trainee's data file and the correct data file was noted on a checklist and
shown to the trainee. Trainees who performed poorly were given the opportunity to
complete the competency exerm.ise again to oee if they could improve their performance.

Analysis of the post-training competency exercise data was completed using a
microcomputer-based statistical package. Post-training performsnce was determined
by comparing the trainee's wand data with a data file containing accurate data.
Downloaded wand data for each trainee was ccmpared, item by item, to the master
file. When an item in a trainee's L & E d&ta differed from the master data, that item
was highlighted and added to the trainee's error list. Final scores on the post-training
performance exercise were then calculated through the following formula:

Parlormarnc score - 0 of correctemto& poible - # of wrong items [Eq 11
# of correct it*rwems ible

This formula resulted in a score tor each trainee that reflected the proportion of correct
items on the exercise and served as the dependent variable in this study. The

percentage of correct scores for each trainee was used to calculate t-test comparisons
of group learning differences by installation, training time (a.m. or p.m.), and
workbook type. Correlations were also used to examine the magnitude of the
relationship between the trainees' performance score, knowledge score, workbook type,
instructor rating, and workbook rating.
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4 Results

Description of Actual Training Sessions

The training sessions were conducted during one-week site visits to each installation.
The training at Fort Sam Houston was conducted in a large conference room and took

place in May 1993. At Fort Lee the employee lunch room was the setting, and the
training took place in August 1993.

The conference room at Fort Sam Houston was ideal for training purpose;,. The room
was an adequate size for the number of participants, and a large toble allowed the

trainees to spread their training materials out as they participated in the guided

practice activities. A chalkboard, lectern, overhead projector, and large color monitor
were available in the room.

The training environment at Fort Lee was less than adequate. The training sessions

were conducted in two different employee lunch rooms. These rooms were not

designed for training purposes and were certainly not conducive to effective teaching
and learning. The overall size and shape of the lunch room made it difficuht for all

trainees to see the demonstrations. The color monitor that was provided at Fort Lee

had a small screen that further reduced the effectiveness of the demonstrations. The
small tables in the room resulted in cramped conditions during the guided practice

activities. Because this room was used as a gathering place during breaks and lunch,

disturbances during training became common as other DEH/DJPW employees would

enter the room for food or beverages.

Quality of Training

A survey was conducted at the end of each training session but prior to administering

the competency exercise. The background section of the questionnaire included limited

demographic information to identify trainees' on-the-job experience level, their current

effort and error rate with 1, & E repot $ preparation, and their level of computer anxiety

level. The training assessment section of the questionnaire included questions derived

from the content of the workbook, inquired about the skill of the instructors, measured

post-training confidence levels in using the Micro-Wand, and examined learning style
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preference. The ALEC questions section of the questionnaire posed specific questions
relating to the purpose and uge of the Micro-Wand'TM , assessed trainees' interpretation

of various menu prompts, and measured the trainees' personal interest in using the

Micro-WandTM.

No significant differences between sites were noted in the results of the background
survey. Average job experience was in excess of 11 yeais. The workers averaged 6

service orders per day. The necessary time to complete L & E cards at the end of each
day was slightly over 17 minutes and, as a group, they reported an average of .48 L &
E reporting errors per day. The trainees also reported that they were, on average,
"somewhat comfortable" with personal computers.

The instructors received "effective" ratings from both the procedural and scenario-

based training groups. The procedural group tended to rate the instructors slightly

higher (3.9 vs. 3.7). The group that received the scenario workbook indicated a slightly
higher preference for the workbook than the group that received the procedural one

(3.6 vs. 3.5).

Effectiveness of the Procedural and Scenario-Based Training Workbooks

The effectiveness of the type of workbook was measured through the post-training

competency exercise performed the day after the training session. This exercise
required trainees to demonstrate their ability to use the wand to record L & E data
during a simulated day of work. The competency exercise took each trainee

approximately 30 minutes to complete.

Because the exercises were designed specifically for each installation, they differed
slightly in appearance and content. The exercise for Fort Sam Houston had 29 correct

entries while the exercise for Fort Lee had 40 correct entries. It was possible for a

trainee to have more errors than the number of correct entries; for example, a trainee
could have checked out much more equipment than necessary, generating multiple

errors from one data entzy item, or could have entered phase codes when they were not

needed.

Overall, the average score on the post-training performance exercise was .71 (S1)

.315). Performance exercise scores ranged from perfect scores at both installations to
a low score of >.034 at Fort Sam Houston and .025 at Fort Lee. As a group, the Fort
Sam Houston trainees averaged .68 (SD = .253) while the Fort, Lee trainees averaged

.72 (SD = 3.58). The difference between the average performance scores at. each

intA.allation was non-significant: 0(59) = .6 68, p > .10. Based on these data, it did not
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appear that the employees at one installation performed better than their peers at the
other installation.

Before conducting this study, it was hypothesized that the trainees who received the
scenario-based workbook would perform better than the trainees who received the
procedural workbook. This hypothesis was based on the assumption that learning
occurs best in realistic situations and that transfer of learning is more likely to occur
when the learning situation simulates the desired application of the learning.

Although the results are not significant at alpha =.05, the group that used the
scenario-based workbook did perform better on the post-training performance exercise
than the proceduraý workbook group, t(59) = -1.718, p = .091. The scenario-based

workbook group averaged .79 on the examination (SD = .250) while the procedural

group a raged .65 (S) =.349). Although the performance difference between the two

groups was not great cnough to be statistically significant, it is large enough to war-
rant further investigation into the effectiveness of scenario-based instructional support

materials.

Effectiveness of Immediate Feedback

Immediate feedback from the post-training exercise affected trainees' attitudes toward
the Micro-WandT'' and their confidence in their ability to use the Micro-Wand'M

program. After each trainee completed the post-.training exercise, his or her Micro-
WandTM data was downloaded to a port able computer and compared to a data file con-
taining the correct, information. The trainees were able to observe the quick process

of'"dowrloading" information and could immediately see the types of'errors they made

on the exercise. The trainees appeared to be genuinely impressed with the technologi-

cal capabilities of the Micro-Wand IM and seenmd pleased to receive iriniediate feed-
back on their performance. Many of the trainees made positive conmments about the

barcodling process and veveral wanted to work through the perfiorniawne exercise a
second time in an attempt to correct their previus errors. Although its impact on

learning and motivation was not fbirmally examined In this stutly, it. app,wars that

immediate feedback to the trainees regarding their post-training performance

enhances their attitude toward the innovation, increases their confidence levels, and
leads to further independent practice.

Problems Encountered

P.roblems were encountered during this study that impactd the results. The identi-

fication and discussion of' these problems will 'e helpful to project enginers and
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technical trainers involved in t- chnology transfer. The concerns raised in the following

sections include the ability of DEH/DPW to providt and suppor! training initiatives,
the readiness and motivation of DEHJDPW employees to move toward automation, the

lack of adequate field testing prior to training, and the interface and structure of the

Micro-WandTM program.

Inappropriate Facilities and Class Size

The co-author who has previous experience conducting automation technology training

felt that the DEH/DPWs were less supportive of traiining than other technology-
oriented organizations. Problems were encountered with class size and training
facilities provided

Both installations were provided with a list of classroom and equipment needs during
the initial visit. Fort Sam Houston provided a largo )nference room that was

conducive to serious, task-oriented training while Fort Lee provided two break rooms
that were less than ideal environments for this type of training. Learning environ-
ments that are quiet, comfortable, and void of outside distractions support rather than

detract from the instruction, and are essential for effective learning. Explicit emphasis

of needs and expectations must be made to DEHIDPW personnel prior to training.

Proper attention must also be given to the scheduling of training and assignment of

trainees to classes. DEHIDPW personnel were provided with recommendations

regarding which employees should receive training and how many should participate
in each session. Although Fort Lee was unable to provide an environment that sup-

ported training, they did schedule their employees appropriately in terms of which
shops participated and how many attended Fort. Sam Houston, however, had diffi-
culty determining which .Ahops should be involved in the trairing and how many par-

ticipants were appropriate for each training session. At the first training session at

Fort Sam Hlouston, 26 individuals were scheduled for training. '[his was at surprise,
because it had been redluested in advance to limit the number of' participants in each

session to 15 individuals.

The importance of sin all class sizes cannot be ojinderestinmated. When twice as many

participants show up for training, people need to sit. further away froim the instructors

antd the screen i ed to show close-up images• tif the Micro Wand"'M and its fiuctions.

irlcreased class size, tilso 1m it the ainoiint of individual attentlon received while prac

tieing with the Miclo Wand ' It wa;t o}viOUs that the ilarge 'la'Ss sizes a1t Fort Simti

I •ousto• cont riibt*,d to4ward decreased learnt rig and incre.se~ed frostrat ion on the part

of, both the trainees alld theit inst rti( torq
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Low Readiness and Motivation To Move Toward Automation

It was observed that the majority of the shop foremen and all of the DEH!DPW leader-

ship personnei were enthusiastically supportive of the move toward L & E automation.

Unfortunately, that enthusiasm had not transferred to the shop employees. It

appeared that many of the foremen were not pre-briefed by management about ALEC

and the Micro-WandTM training; therefore, they had not briefed the employees in their

shops about the importance of successful!y implementing ALEC. Many of the

DEH/DPW employees were obviously not enthusiastic about the decision to implement

L & E automation and many seemed very pessimistic about the chances for the change

to automation to succeed. This difficulty could have been reduced if the shop foremen

had briefed their employees of the importance of ALEC.

Using the Micro-WandT4 for L & E recordkeeping was a significant change in DEI/
DPW installations. Therefore, the change process was a concern. I' was expected that

many of the employees who participated in the training would initially be critical of

the decision to use the Micro-WandsT". This expectation certainly held true. Every

training session at each installation began with negative comments from the trainees

expressing dissatisfaction with the change toward automation and with questions

regarding the need for the change and the cost of the Micro-WandsTM. Fortunately,

these types of negative comments and questions were expected, and responses to them

were as honest and p.jsitive as possible.

Since change is a constant phenomenon, careful planning needs to take place to see

that desired changes are accepted by those who will be impacted by the change

Change is often difficult for people to accept, and it is rnatural to immediately work

against new changes. Training is a vehicle that can positively support the change

process. Training must be more ',hani a process of disseminating infbrmation; it must

also reassure and persuade. Management, too, has a role in helping changes gain

acceptance in the workplace. If management is supportive of a change, it must see

that employees are providea with the training they need to) become competent with the

new procedures aiid processes. Management inust also attend tUo eimployees' concerns

about the ir.,pact charges will ha',e on their daily work roles.

Lack of Adequate Field Testing T•'icr to Training

Conducting training for a microchip-based device that is sti•i under development is an

arduous task. Numerous problems were encountered during the training sessions as

a result of the inconsistencies in the wand program and problems with the program

interface design. Undoubtedly, these problems wilb be solved prior to large scale

irmplementation of ALEC.
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During various training sessions, many Micro.WandrM problcms were encountered.

These included weak or dead batteries, faulty microchips, and improperly cleared

memories. It was sometimes time-consuming to determine the cause of the technical

problems encountered. A surprising large number of rechargeable batteries supplied

by the manufacturer were defective. The instructors were forced to use a "parts

replacement" strategy in an attempt to determine if a weak battery was at fault.

Hence, the trainees observed the instructors frantically replacing batteries in an

attempt to get enough Micro-WandsrM functioning so they could be given to the

trainees prior to training. The difficulty could have been avoided if the ROM chip used

in the training wands had had the "battery test" feature enabled.*

At Fort Sam Houston, the version of the microchip program that was installed. in the

Micro-WandsTM on hand did not allow the user to enter component codes larger than

"09" even though this installation commonly used component codes greater than "09."

By the time the program was revised and new microchips were burned and delivered

overnight from USACERL to Fort Sam Houston, some of the wands had been

distributed and used for training. This caused some confusion as to which wands

contained the re. vised chip and which still had the older version. In addition, the need

to change the microchips drew attention to the fact that the Micro-WandrM was still

in the design phase and was not ready for full implementation.

An additional problem occurred during this changing of the microchips and also during

several training sessions at Fort Lee. When changing the microchips in the Micro-

WandiM, it is necessary to completely "clear" the internal memory. Unfortunately, the

instructors were not told this: they assumed that many of the wands contained

internal faults. After it was determined that the problem was simply the result of a

failure to clear the memory, the instructorb were able to get most of the wands working

properly.

These are the types of problems one expects to confront during an initial pilot test of

a product. However, it is unusual to conduct formal training with products that have

not been extensively field tested. These technical problems hampered the delivery of

the training and seemed to undermine the credibility of the trainers, the Micro-

WandrM technology, and the USACERI, project team.

* hesp '-,roems have been addresssd by LSACEiL esearchers ',nce this field t~st, and appropriate program
and pirocedural changes have been implementt*d•
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Micro-WandTM Program Bugs

During the training, observations were made of what problems the trainees had in
using the Micro-WandTM. Many of the problems resulted from a poorly programmed

user interface. Due to the small LCD window on the Micro-Wand & M , it was necessary

to rely on short abbreviations and acronyms within the menu structure. Several of the

abbreviations and acronyms seemed to confuse the users, especially when the

obscurity was compounded by terms chosen from a programmer's point of view rather

than from a user's point of view. For example, when starting work on an SO, the user

must select the "OP DOC" command (Open Document). When indicating the work on

an SO was done, the user must select the "CL DOC" command (Close Document). The

use of terms that are familiar to the end user and are a part of their everyday

conversation is important. For example, rather than using the term "Open Document"

to indicate the start of work on a service order, the terms "Start Work" or "Begin

Work" are more clear and easily interpreted. These examples illustrate problems that

can be overcome by using the correct context.

Several of the branching decisions within the wand program also confused the

trainees. The biggest problem for the trainees occurred while learning how to issue

equipment for a job. Because the program returns the user to the "Issue Equipment"
menu after he or she correctly issues a piece of equipment for a job, many of the users

thought they had not properly issued the equipment and, therefore, issued the same

equipment again. This resulted in multiple equipment charges being made against a

service order. Some trainees issued the same truck to a job as many as five times! A

simple solution to this problem would be to return the user to the work - ,enu after a

piece of equipment had been properly issued. Although the need seldom occurs, they

could easily issue more equipment to a job by pressing the "EQP" comr,and again.

A similar problem eccurred in the lunch portion of the program. When indicating the

end of a lunch break, the user must select the "END LUNCH" command and then

select the "END BREAK" command. The need for two key presses to indicate the end

of a lunch break is confusing. It was also apparent that the lunch portion of the

program was too complex. The procedure for taking a lunch break should be ;ts simple

as the procedure for taking break, that is, one function key press to being (lunch) break

and another key press to end (lunch) break. There is no need to include the option to

issue equipment during break.

Or- final programming problem observed during the training occurred when the

trainees needed to manually enter informabion. Although scanning a barcode is fast

and accurate, it is sometime, riecessay to type information into the Micro-WandTM

manually. Due to the small key pad on the Micro-Wand", it is necessary to "shift"
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between alphabetic and numeric modes. With SOs containing both numbers and

letters, it becomes a rather difficult task to enter those codes manually. Part of the

problem lies in the lack ef a visual cue which indicates which mode tile wand is

currently in. Trainees were observed pressing a key to determine which mode their

wand was in and then needing to use the backspace key to erase the entered

iuformation if it was in the wrong mode. This process was further hampered by the

need to switch between the forward and backspace commands. If a visual cue were

provided to indicate the wand's current mode, users could more easily enter informa-

tion by hand. It is interesting that the Micro-WandTM manual discusses a character

on the screen that indicates the mode--but, unfortunately, this feature had been

removed from the current version of the program.

The problems described above are critical hindrances to achieving positive technology

transfer. Such problems are typically worked out during field testing; however, con-

ducting formal training during the initial phases of field testing hampered the

effectiveness of the training. When trainees become confused as a result of weak inter-

face designs, it adds an additional layer of complexity to the training environment and
lessens the potential of the trainees to accept the new technology and become "routine

users" of the new approach to L & E recordkeeping.

Accessibility of Personal Tutorial Instruction

The workbooks tested were designed to be used for self-guided training. However,

during the training sessions, many of the students took advantage of the researchers'

"nresenc' to sisk questions or seek assistance. Because the primary goal was to train

the employees, with the experiment described here being only a secondary goal, the

researchers (also the trainers) chose to answer the questions at the expense of the

purity of the testing environment.

This could explain the high p obtained and thus the low statistical significance of the

differential effectiverness between the two workbook types. The more the trainees'

competence relied on identical training resources outside of the workbooks, the more

nearly identical their competence should have become.
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations

The experiment described in this report tested the relative effectiveness of a

procedural workbook versus a scenario-based workbook for training. The results

revealed little difierence between the two workbook types in terms of their ability to
teach the proper procedures for using the HAND HELD PRODUCTSTM Micro-Wand

IIIeTM to record L & E data. Although not statistically significant, the scenario-based

methoO seems to provide a slight benefit over the procedural one.

Although the study was not able to demonstrate a significant advantage of one

workbook type over the other, it did succeed in identifying problems that should be

either controlled for or examined as potential dependent variables. Two specifically

uncontrolled variables were: (1) the students' readiness and motivation to learn and

(2) management commitment to success.

To enhance the transfer of ALEC Micro-WandTM barcoding technology to DEH/DPW

installations, it is recommended that the following steps be taken:

Regarding the Training Program

1. A firm schedule for training needs to be determined and agreed upon between

the trainers and DEI1JDPW leadership before training plans are developed and

completed.
2. Guided practice during the training session must continue until each trainee has

reached a minimum competency level, if trainees are allowed to leave the
training environment before they have achieved this minimum competency level,

they cannot be expected to be able to practice using the Micro-WandTM on their

own.
3. Trainees need to understand the importance of practicc in learning how to use

the Micro-WandlN'. Thi,- needs to be reinforced explicitly and firmly before,

during, and after trainitig.

4. It would benefit training effectivenesq if DEF-I/DPW.4 were provided with an

automated scoring program like the one used with the post-training competency

exercise. If each D)EH/l[)PW installation had such a program, future ulsers of the
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Micro-Wand"M could receive immediate, individua ied feedback about their

performance as they practice.

5. Future Micro-WandrM training should be planned so as to refine the current

design and further investigate the potential of the training workbooks as support

materials for technical training. If the training workbooks are to be used on a

self-guided basis, they should be tested in self-guided training environment.

Regarding Micro-WandTM Program Improvements

1. The battery test feature programmed into the Micro-WandTM at the factory

should be added to the existing program.*

2. The wand program should be revised as follows:

a. Change the order of input for Task Number, Task Units, and Component

Code to Task Number, Component Code, and then Task Units. When

working with the current order, new users input the Task Number, but when

they see "Task Units" in the LCD window, they think that they did not enter

the Task Number correctly. If the Component Code was inserted between the

two "Task" inputs, this common input error by new users may be eliminated.

b. Increase the double-checking features of the wand program. A hidden code

should be added to every barcoded item, and the program should be

instructed to look for a code corresponding to the correct type of input

expected at each input point to preclude incorrect data entry. For example,

the use of a hidden alpha character within the "Task Code" barcode would

allow the program to check that a task had been entered, not a bulldozer.

5. Provide a visual cue that indicates the current status of the "SHIFT" key.

6. Change abbreviations to be more relevant and meaningful to the wand urers.

For example, "OP DOC" could be "START" or "BEGIN"; "CL DOC" could be

"DONE" or "STOP."

7. Have "END LUNCH" be sufficient for ending a lunch break, rather than

requiring "END LUNCH" followed by "END BREAK."

8. Consider deleting the "EQP" command from the lunch menu. If employees need

to issue equipment, they will do so before or after taking their lunch break, not

during it.

V Have the wand display branch back to the main menu afthr a piece of equipment

is issued. Returning to the "Lsue Equipment" menu is confusing to new users

These pioblems have been addressed by LJSACF R[ researchers since this field test, and ap4)ropriale proqram
and procedural changes t,avo been implerrteritad
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Regarding Barcoded Service Orders

1. The Task Number, Task Units, and Component Code for each service order

should be printed in the upper right of service orders to speed data entry.

2. Because new users of the Micro-WandTM have difficulty scanning barcodes when

the spaces between the lines of a bar code are small, laser printers should be

adjusted to provide more space between the bars.

Regarding DEH/DPW Support for Technology Transfer of L & E Automation

1. DEH/DPW managers and shop foremen must provide support, resources, and

encouragement to ensure that implementation of L & E automation is successful.

This includes releasing trainees from their normal duties for a long enough time

to gain sufficient practice and achieve the desired competency level.

2. DEH/DPW managers and shop foremen need to communicate to the employees

the rationale for moving toward automation and make clear the importance of

L & E automation to the DEH/DPW organization and to each employee. This
communication process should be planned io the entire DEHIDPW organization

understands why automation is important, how the change will be implemented,

and what changes in work roles and expectations should occur.

3. Forms and labels should be prepared in advance to facilitate the training process

and make it easier for the employees when they begin using the Micro-WandsTM

on the job. For example, each trainee should be provided at the start of training
with a form containing the barcode of his or her worker identification number as

well as barcodes for the trucks and equipment typically used. This form should

be laminated for long-term use In addition, barcoded labels should be printed

for employee identification numbers, trucks, and equipment so they can be

attached to employee ID cards, clip boards, equipment, and truck dash boards.
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Appendix A: Demographic Questionnaire and
Knowledge Examination
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BARCODE L & E TRAINING SURVEY

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

SSN : Shop _

1. How many years have you been in your present position?

2. How much time each day do you spend preparing a L & E
Card?

3. How many service orders do you typically complete in a
day?

4. Please estimate the average number of errors on your daily
L & E card.

errors

5. How many minutes per day do you spend correcting L & E
data entry errors?

minutes

6. Have you used a personal computer before?

yes _ no _
if yes, how comfortable are you using one? (circle answer)
not at all somewhat very
comfortable comfortable comfortable

TRAINING ASSESSMENT

7. The training session objectives were: (circle number)

very very

unclear clear

1 2 3 4 5
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8. The barcode wand workbook was:

very very
unclear clear

1 2 3 4 5

9. My overall evaluation of the course workbook is:

poor excellent
1 2 3 4 5

10. The instructor was:

ineffective very effective
1 2 3 4 5

11. After completing the barcode wand training, my confidence
in using the wand correctly is:

very low very high
confidence confidence

1 2 3 4 5

12. I learn more from workbooks, such as this one, than from
lecture presentations.

strongly strongly
disagree agree

1 2 3 4 5

13. I prefer to learn primarily in a logical step-by-step
manner.

strongly strongly
disagree agree

1 2 3 4 5

14. I prefer to learn primarily by trying real world examples.

strongly strongly
disagree agree

1 2 3 4
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ALEC QUESTIONS

15. The purpose of the barcode wand is to: (check all that

apply)

assist with payroll
automate L & E card
reduce L & E data error
reduce data entry time

16. More than one person can use the same wand at the same

time.

true false

17. The total number of equipment that can be checked out
within a shift is

18. At the completion of a shift, what must happen to the
wand?

secure the wand so you can use it tomorrow
close the last job and then do a close of business

erase (purge) the wand memory immediately _-
the battery should be removed

turn in the wand for downloading

19. Which way can a barcode be scanned? (check ail that apply)

right to left
up to down

left to right

20. What does the "mode" key do?

erases the previous entry
shifts between upper and lower case

moves program to p-ior menu
changes keypad between numbers and 1etters
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21. If when you turn on your wand, you see the following:

_TRAN:S PURGE_
_DATA DATA _

What does this mean? (check all that are correct)

battery is bad
wand has been downloaded
program is defective
wand has not been downloaded
wand contains data

22. If you are out on a job and the wand fails to operate
properly what should you do?

return to shop for new wand
fill out L & E at end of day
radio for a new wand

22. Are you looking forward to using ALEC?

strongly strongly
disagree agree

1 2 3 4 5

23. Do you think ALEC will improve the ._ccuracy of your L & E
data entry process?

strongly strongly
disagree agree

1 2 3 4 5

24. Do you think ALEC will reduce your recoid keeping time?

strongly strongly
disagree agree

1 2 3 4 5
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COMMENT SECTION

Comments on training:

Comments on instructor:

Comments on workbook:

Comments on Wand Program:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE
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Appendix B: Post-Training Competency
Exercise

ALEC Bar Coding Practical Exercise

This practical exercise is designed to assess your ability to use the bar code wand to
record Labor and Equipment data. The purpose of this exercise is to determine if you

have the skills needed to accurately use the wand on-the-job. If you perform at or
above the desired level, you will be ready to use the wand as a part of your normal

workday.

This exercise simulates a full day of work. Carefully read each step and enter the
necessary information. You will be asked to correct the time and date on the wand, log

in properly, start and stop work on Service Orders, and record breaks, lunch, and
leaves. Please note that when you are told to take a break it does not mean a real

break! You only need to use the wand tn indicate that a break has started.

At the end of your "Day" turn in your wand so the data can be "downloaded.' You will
then receive feedback about your performance.

Simulated Day

1. You arrive at work at 8:00 AM and pick up your wand.

2. Use the following information to complete the log in procedures:
"* The date is July 11, 1993
"* The time is 8:15 AM
"* Enter your own employee ID #
"* Your shop is #10

3. Check out a Utility Truck for the day. (NOTE: The Equipment Codes are on the

attached sheet.)
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4. Locate Service Order ID# 51315QT 332213R and begin work on that job at
regular time. You need a Sewer Cleaner to complete this job.

5. You have now completed that Service Order which involved 1 Task Unit.
6. Locate Service Order ID# 51315QT 333063R and begin work on that Service

Order at regular time.
7. Take a break in the middle of this job.

8. You cannot do any more work on this job because you are waiting for supplies.

9. Locate Service Order ID# 51315PA 327753R. Begin work on that Service Order

at regular time. You need an Air Compresso- for this job.

10. Take your lunch in the middle of this job.

11. You have now completed your lunch.
12. You have now completed Service Order ID# 51315PA 327753R (1 Task Unit).

13. A radio call tells you to complete an urgent job before your afternoon break. This

is an electrical repair job that involves repair of three water fountains. The

Document ID number will be 51315QT 052923R.

14. The urgent job is completed (Task Code=0805; 3 Task Units; Component

Code=07).
15. Locate Service Order ID# 51315QT 333063R and continue work on that job.

16. Take your afternoon break.

17. Your afternoon break is now over.

18. You have completed Service Order ID# 51315QT 333063R (1 Task Unit).

19. Your shift is over. It is time to go home
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Fort Lee Equipment List

E3 Air compressor Nlli
E58f 111111e

E157 Scavenger SweeperfllIIIii

E78 Sewer CleanerfljI II
E238 Utility Truck fh~IIIIII
E239 Utility Trucklii1111

E240 Utility Trucklii1111

E241 Utility Truck i 1111
E242 Utility TruckNf 1111
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******************************************************************* ********

Labor and Equipment Work Request
Creation Date: 08/18/93 14:29:24 Shop: 010

********************************* ** ******** ** ************* ** ***

Inst: LEE Short Desc: TOILET STOPPED UP Task: 01PM

------------------------- Job Identification -----------

Document ID: 51315QT 332213R Phase: Facility: 00610mIBliiEhBI~mEElII
Date Requested: //Priority: 3 Component Code: 08 INlhIID
------------------------------ Job Location----------------------------

Part: FH QTR: RPFEQP: RPFUSE:
Location: 610-D CHERSOURG ROAD
POC Name: DREW POC Phone: 862-1197

-----------------------------Job Description---------------------------

Description: TOILET STOPPED UP - UPSTAIRS TOILET/HOME

Remark:

----------- Work Status -------------------- Labor Code--------------

Break Lunch Regular Work Overtime Work

UI'lll
Time In COB

- --- Job Status -------------------------------- Misc

Close Job Complete SHP Yes No

l ll11111 111111 II Hill II I I
Supply Not Home Mode

********************************************1*************** ****************
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Labor and Equipment Work Request
Creation Date: 08/18/93 14:29:14 Shop: 010

S************************************************************************** *

Inst: LEE Short Desc: REPAIR SCREEN DOOR Task: 01PM

---------------------------- Job Identification -----------

Document ID: 51315QT 333063R Phase: Facility: 00079

Date Requested: Priority: 3 Component Code: 09 l

------------------------------ Job Location----------------------------

Part: FH QTR: RPFEQP: RPFUSE:
Location: 79-B BASTOGNE ROAD
POC Name: JONES POC Phone: 732-4726

----------------------------- Job Description---------------------------

Description: QTRS. 79-B REPAIR SLIDING SCREEN DOOR

Remark:

----------- Work Status ----------- -----------Labor Code-------------

Break Lunch Regular Work Overtime Work

1111111 IEiI1i
Time In COB

-------------- Job Status - ------------- ---------- Misc----------

Close Job Complete SHP Yes No

l11111111 111iM JllI I 1111
Supply Not Home Mode

*****************************************************************i* k****** **
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* **** ************ *** *** *** *** *** ******** ********* ******* **************** ** *

Labor and Equipment Work Request
Creation Date: 08/18/93 14:48:31 Shop: 003

Inst: LEE Short Desc: INTERIOR PIPE WORK Task: 031P

--------- Job Identification

Document ID: 51315PA 327753R Phase: Facility: 05000

1ill . H111 l,2hE|| III
Date Requested: / / Priority: 2 Component Code: 08 liIlI

---------- Job Location

Part: FHQTR: RPFEQP: RPFUSE:
Lo-ation: 5000
POC Name: CLEMONS POC Phone: 44389

---------------------------- Job Description...........................

Description: CEILING PIPE LEAKING ROOM 249

Remark:

----- Work Status -------------------- Labor Code-------------

Break Lunch Regular Work Overtime Work

'll'No
Time In COB

-------------- Job Status ------------------------ Misc----------

Close Job Complete SHP Yes No

Supply Not Home Mode

IIOI~l IlH~'El'.~
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Appendix C: Procedure-Based Training
Workbook
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ALEC Training Workbook Page 1

Introduction
Bar coding is rapidly replacing other methods of data entry. This is partly

due to the fact that bar coding technology has an accuracy rate of only I error
in every 3-5 million scans. Scanning bar codes is also faster and easier than
typing entries on a computer keyboard or hand recording them on paper.
Present day uses for bar code scanning include package tracking, inventory
control, self-checkout at grocery stores, security systems, and games and toys.

Micro-Wand IIIe TM, manufactured by HANDHELD PRODUCTS, INC. TM
, is

a bar coding device that combines state-of-the-art technology and rugged
durability in a small one-piece unit. This wand is engineered to keep on
working -- even when dropped from a height of seven feet onto concrete.

Your wand has been programmed to automate the entry of information
on Labor and Equipment cards. You will use the wand to:

1. Log in at the beginning of your shift.

2. Keep track of your time on Service Orders.

3. Keep track of breaks, lunch, and leave periods.

4. Keep track of the equipment you use on a job.

5. Log out at the end of your shift.

The wand is currently programmed to record work on Service Orders. If
you are working on a Standing Operations Order (SOO) or an Individual Job
Order (IJO) you will need to record your time and equipment for those jobs on
the paper L & E cards. In the future, it is expected that the wand program will
be capable of keeping track of all DEH labor and equipment costs.
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Micro Wand Ile Specifications"M
Size & Weight

* 7.2 x 1.75 x 1.25 inches
* 8 ounces

Power
"* Uses one 9-volt Ni-Cad, lithium, or Alkaline battery
"• Low-battery detection and automatic shut-off.
"• Capacitor back-up for memory and real-time clock. Up to 1 hour of

security is provided by the capacitor.
Environmental

• 320 to 1130 F (recommended operating temperature range)
* -4' to 1580 F (storage temperature range)
• Operates in up to 85% non-condensing humidity

Case Specifications
* ABS plastic, UV stabilized case material
• Withstands 7 foot drop to painted concrete

Fire Retardant Rating
* UL 94-VO

ON Key Function Keys

Nose Two-color LCD Display
Cone LED
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Micro Wand IIle ComponentsTM

" ON Key - The ON key is located on top of the wand. To conserve
power, the wand goes into a "sleep mode" when it has not been used for
30 seconds. The ON key is used to "wake up" the wand from its "sleep
mode."

"• Light Emitting Diode (LED) -- The LED provides a visible light that
indicates that the bar code has been properly scanned.

"* Alpha/Numeric Keyboard -- The keyboard consists of 35 rubber keys
which allow key entry even when wearing gloves. The light-gray color
marks on the keyboard show the numeric keys. These keys can be
activated by pressing the SHIFT key.

"* Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) Window - The LCD display consists of two
rows of characters that provide instructions for scanning and for
displaying manually input information.

"• CLR (CLeaR) Key -- The CLR key is used to erase letters that have been
manually input.

"* Function Keys (Fl, F2, F3, F4) -- The Function keys aie used to quickly
input information or respond to questions shown on the LCD display.

"* SPACE/BKSP Key -- When the wand is in the alphabetic mode, the
Space key is like the spacebar on a standard keyboard; it moves the
underlining cursor forward one character position. When the wand is
in the numeric mode, the BKSP key is like the Backspace key on a
standard keyboard; it deletes characters as it moves the cursor backward.

"• SHIIFT Key -- The SHIFT key is used to switch from alphabetic mode to
numeric mode and vice-versa. Therefore, when typing in alphabetic
characters, simply press the SHIFT key to begin entering numbers.

"* MODE Key -- The MODE key has been programmed to exit from a
menu, cancel a menu choice, or exit from a data entny request without
making an entry. If the wand screen is not displaying the options you
wish, press the MODE key or scan the MODE bar code until the desired
option is displayed.

"• ENT (ENTer) Key -- The ENT key performs the same function as the
Return or Enter keys on a standard keyboard. Pressing it lets the wand
know that ycu are done entering information from the keyboard.

"* Nos'e Cone -- To read a bar code, the wand sends out a light beam that is
reflected from the white spaces and absorbed by the black lines of the
code. The nose cone protects the optical sensor that performs this
function. Dirt or scratches on the tip can hinder the wand's ability to
read bar codes. Use a soft, dry cloth to periodically clean the exterior ol
the nose cone.

"* Battery Access Cover (on back) -- This cover is used to provide easy
access to the wand's battery during battery changes.
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Basic Wand Competencies

Scanning Bar Codes
Scanning bar codes is a simple task that takes only a few minutes of

practice to master. Later in thi- workbook you will practice scanning the bar
codes. Practice moving the wand faster and slower over the bar code until
you find the speed that is comfortable for you. Try scanning from right to left
and left to right -- the wand will read bar codes from either direction. Note: If
the display goes blank at any time, simply press the ON key again.

Step #1: Hold the wand, keybc;.rd side up, in the palm of your hand.

Step #2: Turn the wand on by pressing the ON key. The wand is now
ready to scan bar codes. All scanned bar codes will be saved in
the wand's memory until they are transmitted to a computer.

Step #3: Place the nose-cone tip about one-quarter of an inch before the
beginning of the bar code. Be sure to hold the wand at an
angle of about 45 degrees from the page. The angle is very
important! Reading a bar code at angle A or at angle C will
give much better results than using angle B.

Step #4: In a smooth, uniform motion, move the nose cone tip of the
wand across the bar code. be sure to move the nose cone tip
completely across the bar code and continue to move the tip
about one-quarter of an inch past the last black line in the bar
code. Doa't press too herd with the nose cone tip. Run it
lightly over the bar code but make sure it always touches the
page. The speed and motion used when scanning with the
wand is about the same as if you were drawing a quick line
with a sharp pencil. If the bar code is scanned successfully, the
wand will beep and the LED will flash green. if the wand does
not beep and the LED is not green, scan the bar code again.

Start scanning &bout he ...
,/
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Menu Scheme for the Wand

After you complete the
Log In Sequence, you will

go to the Main Menu.I
Main Menu

Select this optionOP _.DOC COB when you are done
Select thi; option when you are E P LCH/L V working for the day.

starting w ork on a Service Order.
When this option is selected to

must &:an the Service Order
number and indicate if you are on Select this optionregular t hr. e or overtime. You wil This option takes you io the when you take yourthen be at the Work Menu. Equipment Menu. Use ,.e lunch break or leave.

option to charge equipment
to each job you complete

during the day.

Work Menu
BREAK CL_.J OB Select this option when you

Select this option E P LC H/LV are done working on a Servicewhen you take Order. This opFon wi' returnyour breaks. you to the -Aain Menu.

This option takes you to the
Equipment Menu. Use this Select this option
option to charge equipment when you take your

to each job you complete lunch break or leave.
during the day.

Equipment Menu
Select this option to S t p see
charge equipment to what eqent is stored
each job completed nwha equipment is stored

during the day. in die wand's memory.

Select this option if you no
longer want your equipment

charged to each job.
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Using the Function Keys
The Function Keys (F1, F2, F3, F4) are used to quickly input information or

respond to questions from the wand. Preprinted bar codes and the Function
Keys can generally be used interchangeably. While some bar code choices skip
past several steps, it is generally faster to press the Function Keys.

rhe Function Keys are programmed in a fairly consistent manner. F1
always relates to the command at the top left of the screen and the other
Function Keys relate to commands that are directly beneath them Note that
the commands can be in either the top or bottom row of the screen. The
following examples show how the Function Keys relate to their commands.

F1 •K F3 F1 X F2\I F3

OP-_DOC COB N EXT PRE RET-EQ PE ,' LCH/LV 3042 (D)

F2 F4

F3 F4 F3 F4

YES NO jTiME OK FI X
LUNCH OR LEAVE? 10:30:54

Manually Entering Information
Numbers and letters can be entered manuaily by using the small keyboard

on the wand. This is a simple process if the wand is in the correct mode. If
you want to type in a truck number such as E243, you will need to switch
between alphabetic and numeric modes. The following steps show you how
to change from numeric to alphabetic modes.

Step #1: Press a key to determine which mode the wand is currently in.
If a number is displayed in the screen, you are in the numeric
mode. If a letter is displayed, you are in the alphabetic mode.

Step #2: Switch from the current mode to the other mode by pressing
and releasing the wand's SHIFT key. Do not hold the SHIFT
key down!

Step #3: If you type a mistake, you must use the SPACE key to erase the
unwanted character. The SHIFT key toggles the space key into
a backspace key, which is used for correcting errors.
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Recording L & E Data with the Wand
The wand has been programmed to be very easy to use. Directions are

shown in the LCD window and a few scans of bar codes or several key presses
are usually all that is needed to record your labor and equipment costs.

You will notice that the wand records the same information that is written
on your L & E cards. If you think about what information was needed to
complete the L & E cards, you should have no problem learning how to use
the wand.

The following set of competencies MUST be reached before you can use
the wand on the job. Use the Service Orders at the back of this workbook to
complete each of the following practice exercises. Practice each competency by
following the steps until you are satisfied that you have mastered the task.

After you have been given enough time to practice using the wand, you
will be given a practical exam to assess your level of competence. This exam
will involve using the wand as you would on-the-job. Before taking the
practical exam, be sure you can do the following things:

J Remove and replace the battery.
J Enter the correct date.
L Enter the correct time.
C Enter your employee ID.
D Enter your shop code.
Q Indicate that work has started and ended on a Service Order.
0 Sign-out for breaks, lunch, and leaves.
U Indicate the Close of Business for the day.
Q Record information for jobs that are not yet on printed Service Orders.
U Correct mistakes by completing accurate L & E cards by hand.

Work Request Forms

Service Orders for wand users will now be printed with bar codes. A
sample Service Order is shown at the end of this manual. The old and new
Service Order forms contain the same information but the newer form has
bar codes printed on it. You will use these bar codes to enter your actual work
time, equipment used during the day, and non-productive time such as
breaks, lunch, and leaves.

Note: The sample Service Order will be uried when you practice using the
wand.
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Changing The Battery

Competency: Remove the battery, from the wand and re-insert it properly.

Step #1: Push the tab on the battery access cover toward the nose-cone
end of the wand and pull up.

Step #2: Remove the battery from the battery well by using the wedge
on the cover to pry out the bottom of the battery.

Step #3: Check to ensure that the positive and negative terminals on
the new battery are aligned with the positive (+) and negative
(-) symbols shown on the bottom of the battery well.

Step #4: Place the terminal-end of the battery into the well first. Press
down until the battery fits snugly in the battery well.

Step #5: Replace the battery access cover.

Login Procedure
Before using the wand, you need to be sure the date md time are correct

and then enter your employee identification number and your shop code.

Competency: Be able to login properly by entering date, time, employee ID,
and shop code.

Step #1: Press the ON key at top of the wand. You should

momentarily see this on the screen:

JO0B COST
ACCOUNTI NG

Step #2: ff you see the following screen, then the data from the
previous user of the wand has been sent to ALEC but has not
been erased (purged) from the wand. Let your shop foreman
know that the data from this wand was not erased, then press
F3 wice to erase the data. A new shift cannot start until the
data from a prior shift has been saved and erased.

F3
TRANS PURGE
DATA DATA
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Step #3: If you see the following screen, then the data from the
previous worker has not been downloaded to a computer.
You will not be able to use this wand until the data is
downloaded. Let your shop foreman know that this wand is
not ready to use.

F3 F4

YES NO
TRANSMIT DATA?

Step #4: If the correct date is shown on the screen, press F3. If the date
is incorrect, press F4 and the following screen appears. Enter
the correct date and press the ENT key and then F3. For
example, January 3, 1993 would be entered as 010393. If you
make a mistake, press the SPACE key to erase your error.

F3 F4
DATE >> OK FIXX
MM/ DD/ YY

Step #5: If the time shown on the screen is correct, press F3. If the time
is incorrect, press F4 and the following screen appears. Enter
the correct time in 24 HR format and press the ENT key and
then F3. For example, 8:05 AM should be entered as 0805 and
2:30 PM should be entered as 1430.

F3 F4

jTIME OK FIXj
HH:MMA:SS

Step #6: The wand next asks for your personal identification number.
It is easiest to scan your personal identification number. If you
type it in be sure to use no hyphens and press the ENT key
after it is entered.

r OURID >>

Step #7: Next you scan (or type) in your shop code. If you type in your
shop code be sure to press the ENT key after it is entered.

[S OP CODE>>

Step #8: The login process is now completed. You may now tell the
wand to begin charging time and equipment to a Service
Order.
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Starting Work on a Service Order
After you have logged in to the wand, you need to let the wand know

what Service Order will be worked on.

Competency: Be able to properly enter data indicating the start of work on a
Service Order.

Step #1: From this Main Menu screen, press F1 to indicate that you are
starting work on a Service Order.

F1
IOP-UOC COB

EQP LCH/LV

Step #2: Scan the Document ID number bar code shown on the Service
Order or enter it manually by using the keypad and then
pressing the ENT key.

DOC NO>>

Step #3: Indicate if you are working on regular time (press F1 or scan
the Regular Work bar code) or overtime (press F3 or scan the
Overtime Work bar code).

F1 F3

RT or OT? j

Step #4: The following Work Menu appears and you can now begin
work on the Service Order.

BREAK CL JOB
EQP LCH/ LV
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Charging Equipment to a Service Order

Equipment can be checked in and out at any time. You can check out
equipment before starting a job, during a job, or even during breaks and
lunch-leave periods. Note that you are limited to charging only five pieces of
equipment during a shift.

Competency: Be able to accurately enter data regarding the issue of
equipment.

Step #1: Press F2 when any of these screens are showing to charge
equipment to a Service Order.

OP_ DOC COB
EQP LCH/ LV

!BREAK CLJOB 1
EQP LCH/LV

[END-BREAK 1
EQP LCH/ LV

IEND-LCH/LV I

Step #2: You are now in the Equipment Menu portion of the wand
program. Pressing F1 will allow you to issue equipment to a
Service Order.

F1
[IS S UE LI ST

FI ET_ EQP

Step #3: From this screen, press F1 to charge equipment to all jobs
during the day or ,ress F3 to charge equipment only to the job
you are currently working on.

F1 F3

[DAY OR JOB??

Step #4: Depending on your response in Step #3, either DAY or JOB
will appear in place of the XXX on the screen. Scan the
equipment code or enter it manually and press the ENT key.

EQP ID (XXX) >>
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Listing Equipment Used nn a Service Order

Competency: Be able to accurately list the equipment currently being used.

Step #1: To see a listing of the equipment you have issued for the day
or the job, either press F3 from the Equipment Menu or press
F4 from the Equipment Return Menu.

F3

IISSUE LIST
_RET_ EQP

F4[EQP ID>> , LIST

Step #2: When this screen appears, YYYY is the first item in the list of
checked out equipment and X indicates if it was checked out
for the job (J) or the day (D). Press F1 to scroll to the next item
in the list or press F2 to scroll to the previous item in the list.
When you reach the end of the list the next item shown will
be the first item on the list. Press F3 to display the menu for
returning equipment and proceed to Step #3 above.

F1 P 2 F3

~NEXT PRE RET EQP
.YYY ( X)

Accounting for Breaks

Competency: Be able to account for breaks that interrupt work on a Service
Order.

Step #1: Prom this menu screen, press F1 or scan the Break bar code to
,ndicate that a break has started.

F1

BREAK CL_JOB
EQP LCH/ LV

Step #2: After a break has started, the following menu appears. Press
F1 or scan the Time In bar code to end the break and return
you to the Work Menu.

F1

END_ BREAK
EQP LCH/ LV
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Accounting for Lunch and Leaves

Competency: Be able to account for lunch and leave breaks that interrupt
work on a Service Order.

Step #1: From this menu screen, press F4 or scan the Lunch/Leave bar
code ,o indicate that a Lunch or Leave break has started.

F4

BREAK CL JOB
EQP LCH/ LV

Step #2: The wand always requests confirmation of the Lunch or Leave
selection. Press F3 or scan the Yes bar code to confirm that you
aie begirniing your lunch break.

F3

7~YES NO
ILUNCH OR LEAVE?

Step #3: After confirming that a Lunch or Leave break has started, the
following menu appears. Press F1 or scan the Time In bar
code to end the Lunch or Leave break and return you to the
Main Work Menu.

F1IEND LCH/LV

EQUI P

Step #4: Again the wand will ask you confirm your choice. Press F3 or
scan the Yes bar code to confirm that your lunch break is done.

F3

I ~YES NOI
ILCH/ LV OVER?
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Stopping Work on a Job
Competency: Be able to indicate that the work on a job is stopping because

the Service Order is being returned to the shop, you are waiting
for supplies, the client is not home, or the work is complete.

Step #1: Press F3 or scan the Close Job bar code to indicate that you are
done working on the Service Order you previously started.

F3

BREAK CL-JOB

EQP LCH/ LV

Step #2: When the Close Job (CLJOB) option has been selected, you
must designate the current status of the Service Order. Your
choices are that the job is Complete (CMP), the Service Order
is incomplete and is being returned to the Shop (SHP), you are
waiting for parts or supplies (SUP), the client is not home
(NH). Press one of the function keys or scan the appropriate
bar code to indicate your choice.

F1 F2 F3 F4

7 CMP SHP SUP NH
JOB STATUS,>I

Step #3: The wand will now prompt for the task code, the task units,
and then an optional component code. You can scan or type
the task code as indicated on the Service Order.
TASK CODE>>

Step #4: Enter the number of task units completed.

[TASK UNITS>> I

Step #5: Enter a Component Code value between 01 and 09 (both digits
are required) and then press the ENT key. You can press just
the ENT key to omit the component code.
ICOMP-CODE>>I

Step #6: The wand program will return to the Main Menu.

OP DOC COB
EQP LCH/ LV
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Quitting for the Day
Competency: Be able to logoff from the wand when you are quitting for the

day.

Step #1: To indicate that you are done working for the day, press F3 or
scan the COB bar code to declare the close of business or the
end of the shift.

F3

OP-DOC COB

EQP LCH/ LV

Step #2: When the Close of Business choice has been selected, the
wand requests confirmation of that choice. If you are not done
for the day, indicate NO by pressing the F4 key, the MODE key,
or scanning the NO bar code. If you are done for the day, press
the F3 key or scan the YES bar code. The screen will then go
blank and the wand will enter its "sleep mode."

F3 F4
COB? YES NO

Dealing with Problems
The main reasons for using the wand are its simplicity, its accurpcy, and

the ease with which the records can be entered in the IFS-M corIjp ,.te-
However, it is expected that you will have some problems using tre wV•td at
first. For example, someone might forget to charge the batti.ry du Of r e
night which could leave you at a job site with a wand tha• noe t n. v,oJk1 ft is
also possible that you ,vill forget to use the wand to indicate dia t you are done
with one job and are starting another. If these things happen, you will need
to complete an L & E card by hand as you have done in the past. In these
cases, your foreman will need download your wand data and then enter the L
& E card data into the computer by hand. Your foreman will certainly
appreciate having your records on the wand rather than on paper because the
data can be entered into the computer much faster and more accurately.
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Menu Definitions

Menu Terms Definition

B R E A K A required work break is beginning.

CL_ J O B Work is ending on a job. (Close Job)

C M P The job is complete. (Complete)

C BY u are done working for the day. (Close of Business)

DOC_ NO>> 0entification number for a Service Order.

END -BREAK /j required break is over.

END_ LCH/ LV Lun :h or Leave is over.

EOP Go ro the Equipmeri menu. (Equipment)

I . S U E Eq lipment is being checked out for a job or the day.

L C H/ L V A iunch break or a leave of absence is going to start.

L I S T L sts the equipment information stored in the wand.

N H l he job must be .nterrupted because the client is not
homei,.

OP DO(; Work is starting on a new job. (Open Dc ument)

OT Work is done at overtime rate.

P U R GE A A T A Asks if the data should be erased from the wand.

R ET : HQ P Equipment used for the day or a job is being returned.

R T Work is done at regular rate.

S h T'he job is incomplete and is being returned to the
shop.

S U P The job must be interrupted because supplies or
material are not available.

T R A N : D A T A Asks if the data h'ould be sent to .ie computer
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Labor and Equipment Work Request
Creation Date: 08/18/93 16:14:57 Shop: 00

****** ********** **********************************************************

Inst: LEE Short Desc: INTERIOR PIPE WORK Task: 031P

'EIl""
--------------------------- Job Identification -----------

Document ID: 51315PA 327923R Phase: Facility: 02609

nmflE11I1ifl1flh1H
Date Requested: / / Priority: 2 Component Code: 08 Ill+
------------------------------ Job Location----------------------------

Part: FH_QTR: RPFEQP: RPFUSE:
Location: 2609
POC Name: NESTER POC Phone: 52314

----------------------- Job Description---------------------------

Description: WATER COMING UP THRU FLOOR IN FOYER AT FRONT DOOR. UNKNOWN
ORIGIN.

Remark:

----------- Work Status -------------------- Labor Code-------------

Break Lunch Regular Work Overtime Work!||litg~gmumHI IJammn
Time In COB

1__1 INH Mi~ ll
- - -- Job Status -------------- ------------ Misc----------

Close Job Complete SHP Yes No

Ioi~ lof i fmlh Ill,,. 11MfI• E
Supply Not Home Mode

S" I 'm++: I "1 I1I IrhI"' + "lD+I ' I +



Labor and Equipment Work Request
Creation Date: 08/18/93 14:48:20 Shop: 010

Inst: LEE Short Desc: DOOR OFF TRACK Task: OIPM

--------------------------- Job Identification-----------

Document ID: 51315QT 330903R Phase: Facility: 00053

1H1lln Eh 1mH11 mill
Date Requested: / / Priority: 3 Component Code: 09 1If11
------------------------------ Job Location----------------------------

Part: FH QTR: RPFEQP: RPF USE:
Location: 53-A ST LO-ROAD
POC Name: SCHELLY POC Phone: N/A

-----I---------------------Job Description---------------------------

Description: DOOR OFF TRACK UPSTAIRS BEDROOM CLOSET

Remark:

----------- Work Status -------------------- Labor Code-------------

Break Lunch Regular Work Overtime Work

0 Time In COB

------------- Job Status ------------------------ Misc----------

Close Job Complete SHP Yes No

111111 1"111H !1N H liiilf I ll.
Supply Not Home Mode

** ******** *****************************
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****** *** **** ** ***** * **************** **** ***************** **** **************

Labor and Equipment Work Request
Creation Date: 08/18/93 16:15:20 Shop: 003

* ****************** ** ********** ** ********* **** ***** **** ** **** * ********* *****

Inst: LEE Short Desc: INTERIOR PIPE WORK Task: 031P

------------------------ Job Identification-

Document ID: 51315PA 327753R Phase: Facility: 05000

Date Requested: / / Priority: 2 Component Code: 08

------------------------------ Job Location-----------------------------

Part: FHQTR: RPFEQP: RPFUSE:
Location: 5000
POC Name: CLEMONS POC Phone: 44389

--------------------------- Job Description---------------------------

Description: CEILING PIPE LEAKING ROOM 249

Remark:

--------- Woik Status -------------------- Labor Code-------------

Break Lunch Regular Work Overtime Work

fIlmN gn IWmu 1,111 1 11111
Time In COB

111110IN E111E
---------- Job Status -------------------------------- Misc

Close Job Complete SHP Yes No

Mi1111 1llHil 11EH 1h IHlo l 1J111U1
Supply Not Home Mode

lullK IEEM111111
* **** ** ** ********* ** t*** *** ***** *** ** **** k* ********** *** ** ****** ************

p .i



Ft. Lee Equipment List

E3 Air Compressorgj i
E58 Backhoe Illilll li IIII

E157 Scavenger Sweeper flfl 111111

E78 Sewer Cleaner 1 II

E238 Utility Truck Nfl 11111111

E239 Utility Truck

E240 Utility Truck liii 111

E241 Utility Truck Nl1111
E242 Utility Truck li 1111
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Introduction
Bar coding is rapidly replacing other methods of data entry. This is partly

due to the fact that bar coding technology has an accuracy rate of only 1 error
in every 3-5 million scans. Scanning bar codes is also faster and easier than
typing entries on a computer keyboard or hand recording them on paper.
Present day uses for bar code scanning include package tracking., inventory
control, self-checkout at grocery stores, security systems, and games and toys.

Micro-Wand IIIeTM, manufactured by HANDHELD PRODUCTS, INC.TM, is
a bar coding device that combines state-of-the-art technology and rugged
durability in a small one-piece unit. This wand is engineered to keep on
working -- even when dropped from a height of seven feet onto concrete.

Your wand has been programmed to automate the entry of information
on Labor and Equipment cards. You will use the wand to:

1. Log in at the beginning of your shift.

2. Keep track of your time on Service Orders.

3. Keep track of breaks, lunch, and leave periods.

4. Keep track of the equipment you use on a job.

5. Log out at the end of your shift.

The wand is currently programmed to record work on Service Orders. If
you are working on a Standing Operations Order (SOO) or an Individual Job
Order (IJO) you will need to record your time and equipment for those jobs on
the paper L & E cards. In the future, it is expected that the wand program will
be capable of keeping track of all DEH labor and equipment costs.
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Micro Wand Ille SpecificationsTM
Size & Weight

* 7.2 x 1.75 x 1.25 inches
* 8 ounces

Power
"* Uses one 9-volt Ni-Cad, lithium, or Alkaline battery
"* Low-battery detection and automatic shut-off.
"• Capacitor back-up for memory and real-time clock. Up to 1 hour of

security is provided by the capacitor.

Environmental
* 32' to 1130 F (recommended operating temperature range)
* -40 to 1580 F (storage temperature range)
* Operates in up to 85% non-condensing humidity

Case Specifications
* ABS plastic, UV stabilized case material
* Withstands 7 foot drop to painted concrete

Fire Retardant Rating
* UL 94-VO

,oN Key Function Keys
L Keyboard A

Nose Two-color LCD Display

Cone LED
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Micro Wand Ille ComponentsTM

" ON Key - The ON key is located on top of the wand. To conserve
power, the wand goes into a "sleep mode" when it has not been used for
30 seconds. The ON key is used to "wake up" the wand from its "sleep
mode."

"* Light Emitting Diode (LED) -- The LED provides a visible light that
indicates that the bar code has been properly scanned.

"* Alpha/Numeric Keyboard -- The keyboard consists of 35 rubber keys
which allow key entry even when wearing gloves. The light-gray color
marks on the keyboard show the numeric keys. These keys can be
activated by pressing the SHIFT key.

"* Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) Window - The LCD display consists of two
rows of characters that provide instructions for scanning and for
displaying manually input information.

"* CLR (CLeaR) Key -- The CLR key is used to erase letters that have been
manually input.

"* Function Keys (Fl, F2, F3, F4) -- The Function keys are used to quickly
input information or respond to questions shown on the LCD display.

"* SPACE/BKSP Key -- When the wand is in the alpnabetic mode, the
Space key is like the spacebar on a standard keyboard; it moves the
underlining cursor forward one character position. When the wand is
in the numeric mode, the BKSP key is like the Backspace key on a
standard keyboard; it deletes characters as it moves the cursor backward.

"* SHliFl' Key -- The SHIFT key is used to switch from alphabetic mode to
numeric mode and vice-versa. Therefore, when typing in alphabetic;
characters, simply press the SHIFT key to begin entering numbers.

"* MODE Key -- The MODE key has been programmed to exit from a
menu, cancel a menu choice, or exit from a data entry request without
making an entry. If the wand screen is not displaying the options you
wish, press the MODE key or scan the MODE bar code until the desired
option is displayed.

"* ENT (ENTer) Key -- The ENT key performs the same function as the
Return or Enter keys on a standard keyboard. Pressing it lets the wand
know that you are done entering information from the keyboard.

"• Nose Cone -.- To read a bar code, the wand sends out a light beam that is
reflected from the white spaces and absorbed by the black lines of the
code. The nose cone protects the optical sensor that performs this
function, Dirt or scratches on the tip can hinder the wand's ability to
read bar codes. Use a soft, dry cloth to periodically clean the exterior of
the nose cone.

* Battery Access Cover (on back) - This cover is used to provide easy
access to the wand's battery during battery change,:,.
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Basic Wand Competencies

Scanning Bar Codes

Scanning bar codes is a simple task that takes only a few minutes of
practice to master. Later in this workbook you will practice scanning the bar
codes. Practice mnoving the wand faster and slower over the bar code until
you find the speed that is comfortable for you. Try scanning from right to left
and left to right -- the wand will read bar codes from either direction. Note: If
the display goes blank at any time, simply press the ON key again.

Step #1: Hold the wand, keyboard side up, in the palm of your hand.

Step #2: Turn the wand on by pressing the ON key. The wand is now
ready to scan bar codes. All scanned bar codes will be saved in
the wand's memory until they are transmitted to a computer.

Step #3: Place the nose-cone tip about one-quarter of an inch before the
beginning of the bar code. Be sure to hold the wand at an
angle of about 45 degrees from the page. The angle is very
important! Reading a bar code at angle A or at angle C will
give much bctter results than using angle B.

Step #4: In a smooth, uniform motion, move the nose cone tip of the
wand across the bar code. Be sure to move the nose cone tip
completely across the bar code and continue to move the tip
about one-quarter of an inch past the last black line in the bar
code. Don't press too hard with the nose cone tip. Run it
lightly over the bar code but make sure it always touches the
page. The speed and motion used when scanning with the
wand is about the same as if you were drawing a quick line
with a sharp pencil. If the bar code is scanned successfully, the
wand will beep and the LED will flash green. If the wand does
not beep and the LED is not green, scan the bar code again.

Start scanning about here ...
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Menu Scheme for the Wand

After you complete the
Log In Sequence, you will

go to the Main Menu.

Main Menu
I VSelect this optionOP_.DOC COB when you are done

Select this option when you arn E P LCH/LV working for the day.
starting work on a Service Order.

When this option is selected to
must scan the Service Order

number and indicate if you are on Select this option
regular time or overtime. You wil This option takes you to the when you take your

ther be at the Work Menu. Equipment Menu. Use the lunch break or leave.
option to charge equipment

to each job you complete
during the day.

Work Menu
BREAK CL _.J OB Select this option when you

Select this option • E P LCH/LV are done working on a Service
when you take Order. This option vii return

your breaks. you to the Main Menu.

This option takes you to the
Equipment Menu. Use this Select this option
option to 'bharge equipnent when you takc your
io each job you complete lunch break or leave.

during the day.

Equipment Menu
I SSUE LIS T

Select this optionto RET.E Select this option to see
charge equipment to what equipment is stored
each job completed in the wand's memory.

du.ring the day.

Select this option if you no
longer want your equipment

cLhArged to each job.
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Using the Function Keys
The Function Keys (Fl, F2, F3, F4) are used to quickly input information or

respond to questions from the wand. Preprinted bar codes and the Function
Keys can generally be used interchangeably. While some bar code choices skip
past several steps, it is generally faster to press the Function Keys.

The Function Keys are programmed in a fairly consistent manner. F1
always relates to the command at the top left of the screen and the other
Function Keys relate to commands that are directly beneath them Note that
the commands can be in either the top or bottom row of the screen. The
following examples show how the Function Keys relate to their commands.

F] F3 F1 F F3

ý*AK AOKF
OP...DOC COB NEXT PRE RET-EQP

EQP LCH/LV 3042 (D)

-W N,
F2 F4

F3 F4 F3 F4

YES NO ~ TIME OK FI X
LUNCH OR LEAVE? 10:"30:54

Manually Entering Information
Numbers and letters can be entered manually by using the small keyboard

on the wand. This is a simple process if the wand is in the correct mode. If
you want to type in a truck number such as E243, you will need to switch
between alphabetic and numeric modes. The following steps show yot how
to change from numeric to alphabetic modes.

Step #1: Press a key to determine which mode the wand is currently in.
If a number is displayed in the screen, you are in the numeric
mode. If a letter is displayed, you are in the alphabeti .node.

Step #2: Switch from the current mode to the other mode by pressing
and releasing the wand's SHIFT key. Do not hold the SHIFT
key down!

Step #3: If you type a mistake, you must use the SPACE key to erase the
unwanted character. I;, e sHiFr key toggles the space key into
a backspce key, which is used for correcting errors.
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Recording L & E Data with the Wand
The wand has bt-en programmed to be very easy to use. Directions are

shown in the LCD window and a few scans of bar codes or several key presses
are usually all that is needed to record your labor and equipment costs.

You will notice that the wand records the san' information that is written
on your L & E cards. If you think a )out what in,(-mation was needed to
complete !he L & E cards, you shouid have no pr blem learning how to use
the wand.

Work Request Forms
Service Orders for wand users will now be prfi.ted with bar codes. Sample

Service Orders are shown at .he end of this manuil. The old and new Service
Order forms contain the same information but the newer form has bar codes
printed on it. You will use these bar codes to enter your actual work time,
equipment used during the day, and non-productive time such as breaks,
lunch, and leaves.

The remainder of this workbook will walk you throv -h a set of situations
or "scenarios" that will help you learn how to use die wand effectively.
Work through each scenario several times until you feel comfortable with
your ability to use the wand. After you have had enough time to become
skilled in the use of the wand, you will be given a practical examination
which will determine if you are ready to use the wand on the job.

The exam simulates 2 full days of work activity. You will be asked to
correct the time and date on the wand, log in properly, start and stop work on
Service Orders, charge your truck jobs, and record breaks, lunch, and leaves.
Be sure you cai, do ail of these things before attempting to take the exam!
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IMPORTANTH!!

The wand stores the information that you enter. Normally, when you are
done for the day you will give the wand to someone who will transfer your
information to a computer. They will also clear the wand's memory so it is
ready for the next user. In order to complete the following practice exercises
you need to be able to clear the wand's memory. You should only do the
following steps when you are practicing. If you clear the memory when you
have real information stored in the wand, you will have to manually fill in
an L & E card for the day.

Note #1: If you see the following screen, then the data in the wand has
not been sent to a computer. You will not be able to use this
wand until the data is downloaded. Let your shop foreman
know that this wand is not ready to use. If you see this screen
during the practice exercises you should press F3, the press the
ENT key and press F3 again to clear the memory.

F3 F4

TRANSMIT DATA?

Note #2: If you see the following screen, then the data in the wand has
been sent to ALEC but has not been erased (purged) from the
wand. Normally you should let your shop foreman know
that the data from this wand was not erased, then press F3
twice to erase the data. A new shift cannot start until the data
from a prior shift has been saved and erased. If you see this
screen during tne practice exerci. i you should press F3 twice
to L'ear the memory.

F3

TRANS P R L

DAT.. D.
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Scenario 1: Bad Battery

You arrive at work in the morning and pick up a wand. When you try to
turn it on you notice that nothing shows up on the screen. When this
happens you probably have a dead battery. Remove and replace the battery in
your x-and now.

To change the batery follow these steps:

Step #1: Push the tab on the battery access cover toward the nose-cone
end of the wand and pull up.

Step #2: Remove the battery from the battery well by using the wedge
on the cover to pry out the bottom of the battery.

Step #3: Check to ensure that the positive and negative terminals on
the new battery are aligned with the positive (+) and negative
(-) symbols shown on the bottom of the battery well.

Step #4: Place the terminal-end of the batter, into the well first. Press
down until the battery fits snugly in the battery well.

Step #5: Replace the battery access cover.

S2
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Scenario 2: Logging in and Out
In this scenario, you will prepare the wand for the day and then close it

out for the day.

JYou arrive at work and pick up a wand.

[J Turn on the wand. (Press the ON key at top of the wand.)

EAssume that the date is correct. (Press F3.)

]Assume the time is correct. (Press F3.)

IIJ The wand next asks for your ID number. Use the keyboard to enter
your ID number and then press the ENT key. If you have your ID
already bar coded, you can scan it instead of typing it.

SYou now need to scan (or type) in your shop code. If you type in your
shop code be sure to press the ENT key after it is entered.

[-i You are now logged in and ready to begin work.

[• Assume that your day is now over and you are ready to go home. To
indicate that you are done working for the day, press F3 or scan the
close of business (COB) bar code on the Service Order at the end of this
manual to declare the close of business or the end of the shift.

•j When the Close of Business choice has been selected, the wand
requests confirmation of that choice. Since you are done for the day,
press the F3 key or scan the YES bar code. The screen will then go
blank and the wand will enter its "sleep mode."
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Scenario 3: Changing the Date and Time
The date and time will usually be set correctly unless something happens
such as the battery failing or entering daylight savings time. In these cases,
you may have to set the correct date and time. This scenario will walk you
through that process.

tJ You pick up your wand when you arrive at work.

[i Turn on the wand. (Press the ON key.)

[ Change the date to July 10, 1993. (Press F4 then use the keypad to enter
071093 and then press the ENT key. If you make a mistake, press the
SPACE key to erase your error.) Press F3 if your changes are correct.

[J Change the time to 8:05 in the morning. (Press F4 then usc tb•e keypad
to enter 0805.) Press F3 if your changes are correct.

[• Enter your own employee ID #.

[i Your shop code for today is #15

JYou are now done for the day so close out the wand. (Press F3 or scan
the COB bar code to declare the close of business or the end of the shift
and then press the F3 key or scan the YES bar code. The screen will
then go blank and the wand will enter its "sleep mode.")
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Scenario 4: Starting and Stopping Work on a Service Order

After you log in to the wand, you need to let the wand know what Service
Order you will work on and when you are finished with it.

fJ Pick up a wand and log in using the following information:
"* The date is March 21, 1993
", The time is 8:30 AM
"* Your employee ID # is 987654321.
"* Your shop for today is #10.

L) After logging in, you will be at the Main Menu screen. Press F1 to
indicate that you are starting work on a Service Order.

J Scan the Document ID bar code shown on thp Service Order at the end
of this manual and then press the ENT key.

L)J Indicate that you are working on regular time (Scan the Regular Work
bar code or press Fl).

IJ You are now done working on that Service Order so scan the Siop
Work bar code or press F3.

fIndicate that the job is complete. (Scan the Complete bar code or press
F3.)
Note: When the Close Job (CLJOB) option has been selected, you
must designate the current status of the Service Order. Your choices
are that the job is Complete (CMP), the Service Order is incomplete
and is being returned to the Shop (SHP), you are waiting for parts or
supplies (SUP), or the client is not home (NH).

J Scan the Task Code shown on the Service Order you just completed.

•J Type the number 2 to indicate that you completed two task units.

[i Scan the Component Code shown on the Service Order you just
completed.
Note: If you type in the Component Code you must enter two digils.
For example, Component Code 1 must be entered as 01. Remember to
press the ENT key after typing in the number. You can press just the
ENT key to omit the Component Code.

] You now return to the Main Menu.

OPDOC COB

EOP LCH/ LV
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Scenario 5: Taking a Break

When logged in to the wand, you will need to indicate when you start and
stop your break.

LI From the Main Menu, indicate that you are starting work on a Service
Order at the Overtime rate. (Press Fl. Scan the Document ID. Scan
Overtime Work bar code or press F3.)

iJ Scan the Break bar code or press F1 to indicate that a break has started.

L) You are now on break.

Li Your break is now over. (Scan the Time In bar code or press F1 to
indicate the your break is over.)

Li You now return to the Work Menu.
F1

BREAK CL JOB
6LCH/LV
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Scenario 6: Taking a Lunch or Leave Break
Lunch and leaves are recorded the same as breaks. Accurate lunch and

leave records are important because your time on lunch and leave breaks is
not charged to the customer.

tJ From the Work Menu screen, scan the Lunch bar code or press F4 to
indicate that a Lunch or Leave break has started.

L) The wand always requests confirmation of the Lunch or Leave
selection. Scan the Yes bar code or press F3 to confirm that you are
beginning your lunch break.

rj You are now on a lunch or leave break.

L] Scan the Time In bar code or press F1 to end the Lunch or Leave break
and return you to the Work Menu.

Ij Again the wand will ask you to confirm your choice. Scan the Yes bar
code or press F3 to confirm that your lunch break is done.

[J Scan the Time In bar code again or press Fl.
[J You now return to the Work Menu.

F1

BREAK CL JOB
EQP LCH/ LV
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Scenario 7: Charging Equipment to a Service Order and Listing It
Equipment can be checked in and out at any time. You can check out

equipment before starting a job, during a job, or even during breaks and
lunch-leave periods. Note that you are can charge only five pieces of
equipment during a shift. You can also see a listing of the equipment you
have checked out.

ID From the Work Menu screen, press F2 to indicate that you are going to
check out equipment. You are now in the Equipment portion of the
wand program.

[ You need to check out a truck for the day. (Press F1 to issue equipment
to a Service Order.)

[J Press F1 to charge the truck to all jobs during the day.

Li Scan the truck bar code or enter it manually and press the ENT key.
(Use the equipment bar codes at the end of this manual.)

Li To see a listing of the equipment you have issued for the day or the
job, press F3 from the Equipment Menu.

L When the following screen appears, YYYY is the first item in the list of
checked out equipment and X indicates if it was checked out for the job
(J) or the day (D). Press F1 to scroll to the next item in the list or press
F2 to scroll to the previous item in the list. When you reach the end
of the list the next item shown will be the first item on the list.

F1 F2 F3

NEXT PRE RET EQP
YyYY -X)L

[A Press the Mode key twice to return to the Work Menu.

8A
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Scenario 8: Returning Equipment Used on a Service Order
When you close a job, all equipment charged to that job is automatically

returned. However, if you are done using a piece of equipment for a job that
is still being worked on, you should indicate that it has been returned. That
way the customer will be charged only for the time the equipment was
actually used on the job.

SCheck out a Scavenger Sweeper for the job. (Use the equipment bar
codes at the end of this manual. See Scenario 7 above if you have
trouble.)

JPress F2 to indicate that equipment has been returned.

[J Next enter or scan the code for the equipment item to be returned. If
you forget what equ~ipment is issued, press F4 to see a list of the
equipment you have checked out. You will see the equipment item's
code on the screert and either a D (for the full day) or a J (for the job).
Press F3 when the correct equipment item is shown on the screen to
indicate that the equipment has been returned.

[ Scan the Yes bar code or press F3 to confirm that the item has been
returned. Scan the No bar code or press F4 to cancel the return.

Before beginning the next scenario, you must close out the current job and
erase the wand's memory so it is ready for a full day of work. To prepare the
wand, complete the following steps:

1. Press F3 to Close the Job.
2. Press F1 to show the job is complete.
3. Scan the Task Code.
4. Enter I Task Unit.
5. Scan the Component Code.
6. Press F3 to indicate Close of Business for the day.
7. Press F3 to confirm that your day is over.
8. Follow the steps to erase the memory.

as
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Scenario 9: A Complete Day!
You have now completed most of the steps involved in using the bar code

reader. The following two scenarios will take you through two short days of
work. If you have trouble with any of the steps in the following scenarios, go
back and review the previous scenarios. Note that the complete day scenarios
are similar to the practical exam you must pass before you can use the wand
on the job!

1. You arrive at work in the morning and pick up a wand.
2. Use the following information to complete the log in procedures:

"• The date is September 13, 1993
"* The time is 8:00 AM
"• Enter your own employee ID #
"• Your shop code is #9

4. Check out a Utility Truck for the day. (Use the equipment codes at the
end of this manual.)

5. Locate Service Order ID# 51315PA 327923R and begin work on that job
at regular time.

6 Check out an Air Compressor (E3) for this job.
7. Take your lunch in the middle of this job.
8. Your lunch is now over.
9. This job is now complete. You completed 1 Task Unit.
10. Your shift is over. It is time to go home.
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Scenario 10: Another Complete Day!

1. You arrive at work and pick up a wand.
2. Use the followibg information to complete the log in procedures:

"* The date is July 3, 1993
"* The time is 8:20 AM
"* Enter your own employee ID #
"* Your shop code is #7

3. Check out a Utility Truck for the day.
4. Locate Service Order ID# 51315QT 333753R and begin work on that job

at regular time. You need a Backhoe (E58) to complete this job.
5. Take your morning break.
6. You have now completed that Service Order which involved 2 Task

Units.
7. Take your lunch break.
8. Locate Service Order ID# 51315QT 330903R and begin work on that

Service Order at regular time.
9. Take your afternoon break in the middle of this job.
10. You completed 2 Task Units but can'iot do any more work on this job

because you are waiting for supplies.
11. Your shift is over. It is time to go home.

Dealing with Problems
The main reasons for using !he wand are its simplicity, i i accuracy, and

the ease with which the records can be entered in the IFS-M computer.
However, it is expected that you will have some problems using the wand at
first. For example, someone might forget to charge the battery during the
night which could leave you at a job site with a wand that does not work. It is
also po;sible that you will forget to use the wand to indicate that you are done
with one job and are starting another. If these things happen, you will need
to complete an L & E card by hand as you have done in the past. In these
cases, your foreman will need download your wand data and then enter the I1
& E card data into the computer by hand. Your foreman will certainly
appreciate having your records on the wand rather than on paper because th,
data can be entered into the computer much faster and more accurately.
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Menu Definitions

Menu Terms Definition

B R E A K A required work break is beginning.

C L_ J 0 B Work is ending on a job. (Close Job)

C M P The job is complete. (Complete)

C O B You are done working for the day. (Close of Business)

D O C N O > Identification number for a Service Order.

END_ BREAK A required 1reak is over,

END LCH/ LV Lunch or Leave is over.

EQP Go to the Equipment menu. (Equipment)

I S S U E Equipment is being checked out for a job or the day.

L C H / L V A lunch break or a leave of absence is going to start.

L I S T Lists the equipment information stored in the wand.

N H The job must be interrupted because the client is not
home.

OP_ DOC Work is starting on a new job. (Open Document)

OT Work is done at overtime rate.

P U RGE D A T A Asks if the data should be era,,s;ed from the wand.

RET _ EQP Equipment used for the day o., a jch , eing rmrned.

R T Work is done at regular rate.

S H P The job is incomplete and is being returned to the
shop.

S U P The job must be interrupted because supplies or
material are not available.

T R A N S &) A T A Asks if the data should be sent to the computer.
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********* * ** ***** **** ****** **** **** ************ ************ ***** ******** ****

Labor and Equipment Work Request
Creation Date: 08/18/93 16:14:57 Shop: 003

Inst: LEE Short Desc: INTERIOR PIPE WoRK Task: 031P

------ Job Identification------------ ------------

Document ID: 51315PA 327923R Phase: Facility: 02609

Date Requested: //Priority: 2 Component Code: 08 IIIlII
---------- Job Location----------------------------

Part: FH QTR: RPFEQP: RPFUSE:
Location: 2609
POC Name: NESTER POC Phone: 52314

---------------------------- Job Description---------------------------

Description: WATER COMING UP THRU FLOOR IN FOYER AT FRONT DOOR. UNKNOWN
ORIGIN.

Remark:

------------ Work Status ----------- ----------- Labor Code-------------

Break Lunch Regular Work Overtime Work

1111111 111111I 111111 1I1E1A1
Time In COB

---- Job Status ------------------------------- -Misc

Close Jot Complete SHP Yes No

Suppl y M illi oImeI HIR °e

SupyNt oeMd



Labor and Equipment Work Request
Creation Date: 08/18/93 14:48:20 Shop: 0

Inst: LEE Short Desc: DOOR OFF TRACK Task: O1PM

---------------------------Job Identification------

Document ID: 51315QT 330903R Phase: Facility: 00053

Eh1h1hJI1flfl1flh1i
Date Requested: //Priority: 3 Component Code: 09 IIIIII
-------------------- Job Location-------------------------------

Part: FH QTR: RPFEQP: RPFUSE:
Location: 53-A ST LO-ROAD
POC Name: SCHELLY POC Phone: N/A

---------------------------- Job Description-----------------------------

Description: DOOR OFF TRACK UPSTAIRS BEDROOM CLOSET

Remark:

--- Work Status--------------- ---------- Labor Code---------------

Break Lunch Regular Work Overtime Work

Time In COB

---------- Job Status------------------- ---------- Misc------------

Close Job Complete SHP Yes No

Supply Not Home Mode
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Labor and Equipment Work Request
Creation Date: 08/18/93 16:15:20 Shop: 003S ******* ic *********************************

Inst: LEE Short Desc: INTERIOR PIPE WORK Task: 031P

------ Job Identification - ----------- ----

Document ID: 51315PA 327753R Phase: Facility: 05000

Date Requested: //Priority: 2 Component Code: 08

------------------------------- Job Location----------------------------

Part: FHQTR: RPFEQP: RPF USE:
Location: 5000
POC Name. CLEMONS POC Phone: 44389

----------------------------- Job Description---------------------------

Description: CEILING PIPE LEAKING ROOM 249

Remark:

---------- Work Status ---------- ------- Labor Code-------------

Break Lunch Regular Work Overtime Work

11011.. I 111 iM111
Time In COB

--------- Job Status ------------------- Misc-----------

Close Job Complete SHP Yes No

l11111 111111gi i 1 H uE1 H1u 111N
Supply Not Home Mode

I INlIIN 1101HI 1111,pill



Ft. Lee Equipment List

E3 Air Compressor

E58 BackhoefIJI II
E157 Scavenger SweeperJfl* II
E78 Sewer CleanerliifJII

E238 Utility Truck

E239 Utility TruckfllIIIII

E240 Utility TruckAUII111

E241 Utility Truck

E242 Utility Truck 11 JJJJ~ J
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